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Smith & Machinist,
SOUTH

MA1SK.

PARIS,

Manufacturer of general macnlnery, eteara en
<lue», mill work, spool machinery and tool»,
bolt*, wt screw··, tape, 'lice ami drill» ma«lc ami
ma
repaired. Sewing, mowing ami threshing
chlnee, pump» of all kind», presse», guns, pi»
re
ami
toi», knives, trap», etc., neatly
Steam and water piping done to order.
pa!re«l.

promptly

A

LBERT D.

PARK,

Licensed

SOUTH PARIS,

MAINS.

Terms Moderate.

|£1SKKK

A

"SfEKD

TUB

PLOW."

CorreeiK)ii<lcDce on practical agricultural topic·
le éoliclte»!
Address all communications Intended for tlile department to Hknkv D.
IU*m<>ni>, Agricultural Editor Oxford l>cni
ocra», Parte, Me.

The Old State of Maine.

Auctioneer,

PARK BR,

PEOPLE, ITS PRODUCTS AND ITS
CAPABILITIES L^OK TO AX OUTSIDER.

MOW ITS

Again

Maine among the

I am up in
farmers, and again I am writing concerning this great state which is so little
known by the people of other states.
With its three hundred miles of seacoast,
it is known to furnish the finest of tishL. BUCK.
1
ing for tourists and those who seek rest
fiom
their labors in the cities; it is also
Surgeon Dentist,
knowu to sportsmen as furnishing the
MAINK.
SOUTH PARIS,
finest of sport in deer ami moose huntAll my best work warranted.
ing, but it is not generally known as possessing some of the finest farming land
P.
JONES.
R. H.
that the Stars and Stripes tloat over.
This is largely due to the fact that most
Dentist,
people who come from abroad to it come
to fish and hunt.
It is in an agriculturMAINK.
NORWAY,
al way 1 am here uuder the supervision
office Hours— f to 13— 1 to ».
of their Commissioner of Agriculture,
the Hon. A. W. Oilman, a man whom
OllATlO WOODBURY, A.M., M.D.,
the powers made no mistake in selecting.
Large in stature, broad in mind and
Physician A Surgeon,
comprehension of Maine's great agriMAINE.
PAÎUS,
SOUTH
cultural resources, large in heart and
energetic in spirit, I dare to predict that
>ilue ami residence, la High Street.
Maine will n<>t long remain an unknown
r. SMITH,
state agriculturally.
In no other state
I have ever travelled—and I have travelAttorney at Law,
led in many—do 1 fiud the l'arm buildMAIN*
NORWAY,
ings so good as iu the state of Maine,
ColleeOc·» a s penalty
not even excepting my own state of
Home Block.
New York. Even when inland from the
coast, where rocks are very much in
» I ERR1CK £ PARK,
evidence and available land not so much
Attorneys at Law,
so, 1 do not find the tumbledown farm
MAINE.
BETHEL,
buildings 1 see in many other states with
Park
C.
Ellery
less rocks and greater area of tillable
Λ ·Ί!*οη r. Herrick.
soil. There is an air of neatness pre»HN3. HARLOW.
vailing from the coast to the very frontier along the dense forest. Not a log
house have 1 seen, other than those put
Attorney at Law,
MAINE.
DIXriKLD.
up as cottages by some fellows who
went to some of her beautiful inland
lakes or ponds.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Right here 1 feel compelled to censure
1
I η the matter of
some one, just whom I do not know.
*
In
Bankruptcy.
WILLIAM H. ROBINSON,
learn that this great state, with the
Bankrupt. )
finest farmhouses of any state iu the
of the DisTo the Hos. Clakenck Haj.E, Judge
union, is to be represented at the great
trict Court of the United state» for the District
of Maine
fair to be held St. Louis uext year by a
in the
11.1.1 \ M II ROBINSON, of Parle,
\\"
In
log house. Why, my friends, whoever
Τ>
County of Oxford, and State of .Maine,
the
to
said District, respectfully represent» that on
you are, what are you thiuking of,
was »luly
.'Mh dav of July, last past, he
set up a log house on the fairground in
of Con- J
Act·
the
under
adjudge·! bankrupt
the West to represent a typical Maine
tliat he ha» duly
g res* relating to bankruptcy;
of
farmhouse? It would be just as suitable
•.urremlered all his property ami rights
the
all
with
a thing for Massachusetts to erect a
property, ami h.is fully compiled
and of the orders of
Acts
eald
of
requirements
slab pigpen to represent her great manuCourt touching hi» bankruptcy.
decreed
facturing industries. People will be at
Wherefore he prays, That he may be
all
from
that fair to see and harn what they can
by the Court to have a full discharge
under said
debt» provable against ht» estate
of varous states' products. What can
are
d bta as
Bankruptcy Acts, except such
they learn of Maine when they see its
excepted by law fn>m such discharge.
;
A. D. 1903.
luted this 3uth «lay of November.
log house? Their impressions cannot be
WILLIAM H. ROBINSON,
Bankrupt. other thau that Maine is a cold, bleak,
rocky country ; that when the timber is
OKDKR OF NOTICE THKRKO*.
removed, the deer and moose have taken
their departure, the fish caught out of
District <>k musk, ss.
on readOn this l!.<th day of Dec., A. D. I'Jte,
the stre..ius and lakes, it will be time for
It
1»—
ing the foregoing petition.
t
old log hut
Ordered by the Court, That a hear'n* beA.haI>. the owner to set tire to the
of -'an
»th
on
the
name
day
the
and vamoose, also. Were I a resilient of
upon
l>lssaid
In
l'.«>4, lie fore said Court at Portland,
Maine I should pray God iu his wisdom
an I that notrlct. at 10 o'clock lu the forenoon ;
Demoto send a thunderbolt and burn the thing
tice thereof be published In the Oxford
and
District,
crat, a newspaper printed In said
up the day after it was erected on the
In
that all known creditors, and other persons
St. Louis fairground.
Interest, may appear at the said time and pl»ce,
the
In no state can be found a soil capable
and show cause. If any they have, why
should not >>e granted.
of pnnlueing more cerea' crops than
prayer of said petitioner
That
And It is further ordered by the Court,
Maiuc. In fact, nutritious grasses 1
credthe Clerk shall send by mall to all known
ad- find growing even in the very poorer
itor» copte» of-aid petition and this order,
a*
of
dressed to them at their places of residence
parts of the country, and capable
stated.
cows and sheep equal to any
pasturing
Hale.
Jmige
Witness the Hon. Clabrhci:
at Port
I find in our especial dairy sections of
of the said Court, aud tne -eal thereof,
of l>ec.,
1 get back from the
New York. Whe
land. In said District, on the l'.nh day
A. D. 11MJ.
find apple orchards equal to
eo~st I
Clerk.
E.
IIEWKY,
JAMES
Γ L. S.]
those of Western New York or Ohio or
A true copy of |>etltlou and order thereon.
JAMES E. HEWBY,Clerk.
Attest
Michigan. I find in Aroostook County
the greatest area of clover and natural
potato land in the United States. It is
.lOTICE.
true there are forests and wild land in
State» for
Maine: but it follows also that there is
In the District Court of the United
In Bankruptcy.
the District of Maine
wealth abounding in them. As a grass
)
I η the matte, of
In Bankrupt^.
growing and livestock growing state 1
JESSE L. EDWARDS,
never in the broad West have seen Unof Welchvllle, Bankrupt. )
In
Edward»
L.
Jesse
To the creditor» of
of it. Near the seaboard, with
equal
aforesaid:
district
nnd
Oxford
of
the County
the ever ready steum and electric railΙΛΙι day of
Notice Is hereby given that on the
L. Edwards
road to carry its products to the near-by
Iteeendier, A. D. 19UJ, the sal'· Jesse
and that the tlrst
was duly adjudicated bankrupt,
great marts of the world, wherein is the
will be held at the Court
meeting'of hie creditors on
of the young man seeking the
sense
the 31 *t day of I>ec.,
House. In South Paris,
which
of the" West, to mingle with a
A. D. liKXI, at lOo'clock In the forenoon.at
prairies
their
lime the said creditor» mav attend, prove
although good, are not of
who,
people
the
bankrupt
claim*, appoint a trustee, examine
bis kind?
and transact such other business ae may properNow I come to the closing. In no
ly come before said meeting.
South Parle, Dec. 14. 19U3.
state can be found as uniformly good
WILSON,
Λ.
GEO.
people as in Maine. That good old New
Referee In Bankruptcy.
Eugland stock has remained intact, and
whether it be on the coast or on the
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
frontier, we find them uniformly intel1
In the mutter of
ligent, genteel and prosperous. What
CltKEXi K Ρ VOTEK and AH |
more is needed for tue to say? Only, if
TKM.o· W Wixu. Individually, |
Iu Bankruptcy,
they were not so good, they would burn
and a.- partner·» un 1er the tlrfii ;■
the log house that was erected to reprename and style of Voter Α ί
sent their fine homes, well stocked with
Wing.
Bankrupt·*. J
to
papers and books, and all that gi»es
of the DisTo the Hon. CUKKfCt IIalk, Judge
make up a cheerful, happy home.—C.
the District
for
States
United
the
of
Court
trict
D. Suead in Tribune Farmer.
of Maine :
in the County
a ktkmas W. WliiU of Kumford,
Dis
said
In
Maine,
•A of oxford, and State of
iTth lay
(iood Corn Husking Records.
trUt. res|<ectfullv represents. that on the
of Deccml>er. last past, he wan iluly adjudged
an<l a» a' co-parti»-1.
Field, seedsman and gardener,
Individually
both
Heary
bankrupt
A
Wlug, under the of Shenandoah, Iowa, seuds to the Tribof the flrm of Voter
relating to Bankruptcy;
Act* of C'ougress
une Farmer an account of a remarkable
his property
that he has duly surrendered all
corn husking record made recently by
ami rights of property. and has fully compile·)
Acta anil of
with all the requirements of said
Charles Kennack in that town. The
the orders of Court touching hie bankruptcy.
At Τ A.
corn was standing in the held.
be deWherefore he prays. That he may
from
started into the tield
creed by the Court to have a full discharge Indl I M. Mr. Kennack
both
without a driver for his team, and taking
all Ί»·ht* provable against his estate
tlrm of Voter
vMually an·! as co-partner of the
such I two rows of corn at a time, he gathered
A Wing under *ald bankrupt Acta, except
law from such it clean, took up the down ears, and
debts as are excepte·! by
dlaebim.
stripped the busks from the corn in
A. D. 1ϋ·β.
December.
of
'lay
·,'4ΐΙι
this
Date·!
such good condition that the man who
A KTKM AS W WINtt, Bankrupt
backed time aguiust hiiu expressed himUKDKK OF ΛΟΤΚΈ THEKKOX.
self well satisfied with the outcome and
District ov M a ink, »s.
of any kind to
on read· | that he had no objection
on this -tith day of Dec., A. D. l'JOi,
make.
lt)){ the foregoing petition, It la—
hail
ordered by the Court. That a hearlug be
The tirst load was driven out of the
1-Mh day of Jau.. A. D.I
bushels hail
upon the wm« on the
In sal·! Dis- tield at 7:45 and twenty-two
Portland,
at
Court
sal·I
before
1*4,
and that been husked.
At noon the corn weightrict, at 10 o'clock In the foreuoon;
Oxford Dem- ed out was 101 bushels and a few pounds.
notice thereof be published In the
In sal·I District, antl
ocrat, a newspaper printed
clo*<· and many
other persons In The contest looked
that all known creditore, and
doubted that the young tna« could make
sai<t time an<l place
Interest, may appear at the
the
pray- bis boast
ami show cause. If anv they have, why
good.
not be granted.
■er of sal<I petitioner should
After diuner until 5:30 «-'clock, quitCourt, Thai
A ud it is further ordered by the
all known cred
ting time, Kennack worked like a steam
the Clerk shall seud by mall to
and this order, ad- automatou.
His arms and hands moved
ltors copies of said petition
residence as
dressed to them at their placée of
like machinery. For several minutes he
state·!.
Hai.k, Judge was timed and it was found that he was
Witness the Hon. Cuuat'K
at Port
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, of Dec
averaging thirty seven ears of corn to
Aie h day
land. In -al l District, ou the
the minute. He was lightly clad and in
A. D. 1903.
of the cold weather perspired imwt
Clerk.
E.
HEWKY,
spite
JAME->
β
]
j L.
thereon.
so that at the close of the contest
Λ true copy of petition ami or>ier
freely,
Attest-JAMES Ε HEW ΕΥ, Clerk.
he was wringing wet. A part of the
time only one row of corn was husked,
but the best time was made with two
for
Petition
Discharge.
Bankrupt's
A comparatively low wagon box
rows.
)
In the matter of
was used aud the loads weie not heavy,
J In Bankruptcy.
H'RAM CLARK,
Bankrupt. )
the biggest being less than thirty bush!1 ilk. Judge of the
To the Hon. Ilakknck
Stales for the els, and uine loads iu all being husked.
Dlstrl't lourt of the Unite·!
The weights of the loads were as follows
District of Maine:
County
ΙΤΙΚΛ.Μ CLAKKof Paris, In the
1,001». 1,270, 1,250, 1,480,
in as gathered :
of Oxford, and State of Maine,
Γ1
that on 1,530, 1,785, 1,555, 1,707 and 1,945, maksaid District, respectfully represents,
was
he
duly ing a total of 201 bushels aud 10 pounds,
the Jind day of Aug.. a-t past,
the Acts of Congress
adjudged bankrupt underthat he has duly sur- allowing 70 pounds to the bushel.—Tribrelating to baukruptey;
of propertv, une Farmer.
rendered all hln property and rlihls
all the requirements
and bas fully compiled with
of Cou-1 toLchiug
of said Acts and of the o-derw
A (iood Start.
bis bankruptcybe decree·?
Wherefore he prays, that he m-y
a full discharge from all
natives of the soil in a New EngTwo
by the Court to have
said
under
his estate
del>ts provable against
<ueh debts as are ex- land village were overheard discussing
bankruptcy Acts, except discharge.
such
the prospects of one Jim Means, who had
ce Med by law fraui
"er. A. It. PA'S.
Decern
of
ilst
this
day
l>ated
forsaken a factory for agricultural purKaukrupt.
A
M
CLAKK.
Hi K
suits.
ταΕΗΕοη.
notice
or
okdkk
"1 hear that Jim has gone to fannin',"
Dihtkict or Maink. sa.
one of the village worthies.
said
leadon
D.
1*«,
A.
(>n this jKth lay of Pec
"Yaas, he has," was the drawling reis
it
petition,
ing the foregolDg
be had
very steep
ply, "but be ain't went into itthe
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing
A. D
summer
oo the 15th day of Jan.,
lie has hired a boss for
upon the same
yit.
said I*ls
In
Portland,
at
PJ04, before ι-ald Court
and that an' rented a keow an' borrowed a ben to
trtct. at 10 o'clock In the foreuoon;
an' bis folks
The Oxford Demnotice t'ereof be pubUshe·! in
put a settin' of eggs under
in said District, anil
but he ain't farmin'
ocrat, a newspaper printed
In has give him a peeg,
other
and
persons
that all known creditors,
do out West."
said time and place, it on the scale 1 bear th<*y
Interest, may appear at the
have, why the
assented the other; "still, he's
"No,"
and show cause. If any they
be
should not
granted.
considerable of a start, an' ort to do
prayer of said petitioner
Court, tba'. the got
Αη·1 It is further Ordered by the
his peeg thrives
known creditor· well if his eggs batch an*
Clerk shall »βο·1 bv mail to all
this order, addressed an* the keow is a good butter maker."—
copies of sakl petition and
as state·).
residence
of
to them at their places
Lippincott's.
W1 ness the Hon. CLAKKNCK Halk, Judge
thereof, at Port
of the aald tout, and the »eal
Dec.,
of
land. In said District, on the ftith day
On general principles it is not safe to
▲ D. 190·.
the
permit the holding of cream at it is
JA MES Κ. HEW ΕΥ, Clerk.
[l. s.]
thereon.
farms more than two days before
A true copy of petition and order
Attest —JAMES E. HKWKY,Clerk.
taken to the creamery. Even if the
time
cream may be kept sweet a longer
NOTICE.
than this, it ripens somewhat by age,
made
butter
the
All outstanding bills not paid by January 1, and if sweet and old
for collection.
1MM, will be left with an attorneyN. POSTER.
from it will not possess the fancy qualiΗ.
ties of butter made from fresh cream.
Dec.
7,1*8.
South Parla, Maine,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
MAINE.
RUMFORD PALLS,
A Special Collection Department.
Ralph T. Parke;
George D. Blabee,

c.
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Theory

and

Experience.

HOW SUM Κ PEOPLE (JET

Liiiii.j.ii.
ΡΤτττννννΤΓ:

Very often we read of the immense
profits to be derived from poultry keeping, and let me say right here that it is
one of the easiest things in the world
for a person who is handy with figures
to take paper and pencil and show in a

a fortune can be
very few minutes how
made with poultry; but to put these
come
plans into practice and make them
out as predicted is quite another matter.
Incubator manufacturers especially used
to be up to this, but of late years they
seem to be a little more reasonable on
the subject, and don't run so much to
aii castles. It is a fact, though, that
is made at poultry
money can be and
by
keeping, but, as a rule, it is only
actual experience that the best success
is made. To hatch, brood and raise
chickens successfully is no easy matter,
and to make a good profit on a (lock of
hens requires as mach effort on the part
of the owner as to make a profit from
But, it is a
any other investment.
business that does not require a largo
incapital to start with, and the money
vested can soon be turned over; and for
who loves the
any one favorably situated
business and is willing to work carefully
and hard, 1 believe it is a safe and paying business.
There are people, especially those from
cities who know little about rural life,
that have an idea they can go out and buy
a few acres of land, put on some buildings
and fixtures, and sit down, and have the
hens make them a fortune. A city man
told me a few days ago that in a year or
two he was going just outside the city,
buv two or three acres of land, stock up
with hens and make some money easily;
that he was well acquainted and had a
market at fancy prices for all the fresh
I just laughed
eggs he could produce.
iu my sleeve, and thought how nice that
will not take
It
would be if it was real.
this man or any one else of common
sense long to find out that it is no great
trick to get a fine trade for fresh eggs,
but the trick is to handle the hens so as
to get a good snpply of eggs and at low
enough cost to leave a living profit.
A great many beginners fail because
they try to raise and keep too large a
number the first year. The industrious
man, who will work into the business
gradually, raise his young stock from
be observing and thereselected
by derive experience as his fiocks grow,
will be pretty sure to succeed.—Cor. in
the Poultry News.

"parents,

Winter

Dairying Most Profitable.

Atone time the thermometer in the
Wisconsin University barn registered 32
F., and the cows were producing more
butter fat than they had done at any
time before during the
year. Prof.
Carlyle called attention to the fact that
the barn was well ventilated, and although the thermometer showed a freezthe air was dry and
ing

temperature,

did not feel uncomfortable.
Prof. Clinton Smith of Michigan agricultural college had the noted HolsteinFreisian cow, Kosa Bonheur, on a record-breaking butter-fat test. She was
kept in a board stable, she being on one
side of the boaids and the Michigan air
at 20 degrees below zero on the other
side. Prof. Smith is a kind-hearted man
and thought that it was unfair to make
a great test under such cold conditions,
and ordered the cow into the warm barn.
But behold! She began to go down on
her butter fat yield. Upon returning
her to the ice box she returned to the
business of producing butter fat. In
March, spring weather came and the
cow began to drop off in fat production,
and it was impossible to get her back
again to her cold weather condition.
In the experience of the writer in
making official tests of Holstein-Friesian
cows, winter weather has seemed to be
more favorable than summer weather.
The explanation seems to be that the

digesting large quantities
By the process of digestion

cows

were

of food.
heat was produced—in fact, more heat
than the cows had use for—and the cold
weather was of use in taking the surplus
heat to keep them warm.
Do we then understand that good barns
and that the snnny
are not necessary,
side of a straw stack will be just as
good an equipment for the dairyman?
By no means. Cows should be sheltered
from the cold winds and from rain and
sleet. It should not be forgotten that
Rosa Bonheur and the Wisconsin cows
were consuming large quantities of food.
A straw-stack-fed cow would not be in
the same class at keeping warm. On
the other hand, we do believe that
dairy cows have been kept in too close
in winter, in poorly ventilated stables,
with the result of injured vitality and an
unnecessary prevalence of tuberculosis.
Now comes the point which has a
practical bearing and which we wish to
emphasize, and that is, that winter
'dairying pays best. Prices of dairy products are highest in winter. Cows properly housed in ventilated stables, and
fed good quantities of food will produce
more
butter fat out of that food, and
that butter fat will bring more money
W.
per pound than In summer.—John
Decker in Michigan Farmer.
protecting Miecp rrum ^s·
A method of dealing with sheep-killing dogs is given by a correspondent of
the Prairie Farmer, which is better than
legal enactments, as the case is settled

without complaints, without lawyers,

jury.
have kept

He says:
a Hock of sheep for sev"I
eral years, varying from 100 to over
2,000 head, and for the last eight years
I
have not lost a sheep killed by dogs.
keep my sheep yarded at night and occasionally, varying from once in two
weeks to once a month, I go out at bed
around the outside of
time and

judge

or

place

m
ïï;

By MAURICE THOMPSON
Copyright, 1900. by Uw BOWEN MERRILL COMPANY
JhîxJh^^i» yj» 3Ki>cKHH&<ï>,SKî>4MS>4*tî,,i>tS|fÇH

Hamilton was astounded. Helm sa!
staring phlegiuatlcally. Meantime Reverlev enteral the room and stopped, hat

liand.

in
behind Alice. He was flusheo
and evidently excited, in fai t, he had
hoard of the trouble with Farnswortb.
and. seeing Alice enter the door oi
Hamilton's quarters, lie followed her

ill, his heart stirred by no slight emo
tiou. He met the governor's tiare and
parried it with one of equal haughtiness. The veins on his forehead swelled
and turned dark. He was in a mood tc·
do whatever desperate act should sug-

gest itself.

When Hamilton fairly comprehends!
the message so graphically presented by
Alice l e rose ftom his se:;t by the tire.
"What's this you tell mc'r" he blurted.
"You say you've shot Captain
Turns wort h

"Dui. monsieur."
He stared a moment, then his fea

beamed with hate.
"And I'll Itttve you shot for it. miss,
as sure as you stand there in your silly
lures

Impudence ogling

me

s.»

brascnly!"

He leaned toward her a·* he spok
and sent with the words a shock of
coarse, passionate energy from which
she recoiled as if expecting a blow tfollow it.
An irresistible impulse swept Revetley to Alice's side, and his nttitud··
was that of a protector.
Helm sprang
up.
A lieutenant came in and respectfully, with evident ovcrhnste. ivpor'od
that Captain Farnswortb had been sliot
and wa$ at ItoussiUou place iu care of
the surgeon.
"Take this girl into custody. Contine her and put a strong guard over
her."
In giving the order Hamilton Jerked
his
thumb contemptuously toward
Alice and at the same time gave Heverley a look of supreme dcliance and
hatred. When Helm began to speak
he turned fiercely upon him and
stopped him with:
I have
"None of your advice, sir.
had all I want of it. Keep your place

I'll make you."
Then to Beverley:
"Retire, sir. When I wish to see yon
I'll send for you. At present you »re
not needed here."
u
The English lieutenant saluted n..;
bowed
commander,
respectfully to
Alice and said:
"Come with me. miss, please."
Helm and Re verify ex -hanged a look
of helpless and inquiring r:=ge. It was
,r

*Λ\ hat ean we
as if they had said:
(Ιο*1 Must we bear It V" Certainly they
could do uothlug. Any interfen nee on
their part would be sure to increase
Alice's danger and at the same tm.e
add to the weight of their own humiliatiou.
Mice sllontlv followed the officer out
of the room. She did not even shine*
towart1 Rovorley, who moved as if to
interfere and was promptly motioned
Pat"; bv the guard. 11;< bett.r judgment, returning, held him from a rash
until

t.itilfe net

and

again, saying loudly
through the dt>or:

Hamilton spoke
as

Alice

passed

Til see who's master of this town
I have to shoot every French holden

in»Wom.

n:vl children may well fear
von. Colonel Hamilton." said Revcrley.
"That young lady Is your superior.
"You est ν that to me. sir.
"It is the best I could possibly say
η

··! will send you along with the
wench If you do not guard your lanA prisoner on parole has no
guage.
license to be a blackguard.
••1 return you my parole, sir. I shit
said
no longer regard it as binding,

great effort holding
Revcrley. by
hack a blow. "1 will not keep f. Itb
with a scoundrel who does not know
h„w to 1** decent in the presence of a
young girl. You had better have me
arrested and confined. 1 will escape
•U the first opportunity and brim, a
a

force here to reckon with you for your
villainy. And if you dare hurt Al ee
Koussillon 1 will luve you hanged like

a

dog!"
I !

.ι

III ! I 'Oil

nuihiMi

HI

IIIIIJ

nn»n..i.iv.

ordered you to leave
this room." lie said, with 1111 air and
tout· of lofty superiority, "and 1 eertninly uiean to !»«· obeyed. (ίο. sir. and
"I

thought

1

if voii attempt to escape or in any way
break your parole I'll have you shot."
From
"I have already broken it.
this moment I shall not regard it. Yon
have heard my statement. I shall not

repeat

it.

Govern

It

cannot

fail

to

be

gratifying

to

breed was "in it" to win at the recent
international stock show at Chicago.
Truly it was Hereford year at this show.
The graud champion of the show was a

irrade Hereford; the calf champion
a Hereford; the champion herd was of
the same breed, while Hereford grades
That ought
were the champion car lot.
to be glory enough for one breed at any
because the
show. And they won
was

+Ή

little win*·, some foolishness, and the
wench shot l.im."
Helm genially assented, but they
were delayed for some time by an otfl
eer who came in to consult with Hamilton on some pressing Indian affairs.
When they reached Itoussilion place
they met Beverley coming out, but he
did not look :;t them. He was scarcely
A little way outside
aware of them.

a

CONTINUED.]

yourself

accord-

the pen bits of meat containing strych- ingly."
nine which 1 take up again early in the
With these words Beverley turned
morning if not eaten during the night. and strode out <»f the house quite beResult, immunity from dogs, and an old side himself, his whole frame quiverwell on the farm has received a layer of
dogs and a layer of dirt until it is about ing.
Hamilton laughed derisively, then
full. I have never killed a man's dog
through malice, or anywhere except on looked at Helm and said:
of
"Helm, 1 like you. 1 don't wish to lie
my own premises and in protection
to my
unkind to you. but positively you must
my own property, and have not,
knowledge, received any injury because quit breaking in upon my affairs with
of the death of any dog. The plan is
I've given
your ready made advice.
just and right, and every fair-minded you and Lieutenant Beverley too much
it."
man must acknowledge
If that young fool
He put out his strychnine meat only latitude, perhaps.
I doesn't look sharp he'll get himself into
or twice a month, whereas
once
should think twice a week would be a beastly lot of trouble. You'd better
better if there were many dogs about.
give him a talk. He's in a way to need

Hereford specialists that the White-Face
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it just now."
"I think so myself." said Helm, glad
to get back upon fair footing with the
Irascible governor. "I'll wait until he
cools off somewhat, and then I can
I.«ivc him to me."
manage him.
"Well, come walk with me to see
what has really happened to I'arnsworth. lie's probably not much hurt
and deserves what he's got. That girl
has turned !<U head. I think I understand the v. iiU:« affisir a little iove.

the gate, on going in, he had picked up
Alice's locket and broken chain, which
he mechanically put in his pocket. It
was all like a dream to him, and yet
he had a clear purpose. Ile was going

away from Vincennes, or at least he
would try to go, and woe be to Hamilton
on his courng back. It was so easy for
an excited young mind to plan great
things and to expect success under apparently impossible conditions. Beverley gave .K'an a note for Alice. It
was this Unit took him to Itoussilion
place, and no sooner fell the night than
he shouldwd a gun furnished him by
the
Mme. (Judere and. guided by
woodsman's tine craft, stole away
southward, thinking to swim the icy
Wabash so aie miles below and then
strike across the plains of Illinois to
Kaskaskia.

CHAPTER XII.
;

ΙΙΛ1ΊΕΚ THRUST.

BEVERLEY'S

absence was not
noticed by Hamilton until late
on the following day, and even
then he scouted Helm's suggestion that the youug man vas possibly carrying out his threat to disregard his parole.
"He would be quite justified in do
ing it. You know that very well," said

Helm, with a laugh. "And lie's just the
man to undertake what is impossible.

he'll get scalped for his
trouble, and that will cost you something. I'm happy to say."
"It is a matter of small importance,"
Hamilton replied, "but I'll wager you
the next toddy that he's not at the
present moment a half mile from this
He may be a fool—I readily
sitôt.
grant that he is—but even a fool Is not
going to set out alone in this kind of
Of

course

are a

Calf

Scours Cured

SgSxTihS

"It's a French story," be
to Alice.
added, addressing Heliu, "enough to
make a pirate blush. That's the sort of
girl Mile. Kousslllon is!"
"I don't care what kind of a book
"She's a
she reads." blurted Helm.
fine. pure, good girl Everybody likes
her. She's the good angel of this miserable frog hole of a town. You'd like
her yourself if you'd straighten up
and tjiiii Miming tow in your brain all

You're always so furious
the time.
about fouîelliiîig that you never have
a chance 'o be just to yourself or
pleas;;:it to anybody else."
"if 1 had got furious at you every

time t:.·

:v w.:s

overwhelming

provocation for it. ! «.million said, "you'd have
I
been l.»iu s.iur hanged or shot.
fancy tl;.it I h.ae shown angelic forI'»»· given you somewhat
boa ram·:·.
mor·» t! ·> π p-!r.·■«· r's fr;>edom."
"So y*»'i have. sn you have." assented
T.e often been surprised at
II ·ίί:ι
your gi'iifi ius partiality in my case.
Let's have some hot water with something else in it. What do you say? 1
won't give you any more advice for
five minutes by your watch.".'
"But I want some advice at once."
"What about?"

"That girl."
"Turn

her loose.

reputable."

That's easy

and

have to, I presume, but she
ought to be punished."
"If you'll think less about punishment. revenge and getting even with
everybody and everything you'll soon
be;:iii to prosper."
"I'll

Hamilton winced, but smiled as one
sure of himself.
Jean followed the soldier to a rickety
log pen t*n the farther side of the
stockade, where lie found the prisoner
restlessly moving about like a bird in
It had no comforts, that
a rustic cage.
gloomy little room. There was no tireplace. the roof leaked, and the only
furniture consisted of a bench to sit
on and a pile of skins for a bed. Alice
looked charmingly forlorn peeping out
of the wraps in which she was bundled
against the cold, her hair Huffed and
rimpled-in shining disorder around her
face.
The gu^rd let .lean In and closed the
door, himself staying outside.
Alice was as glad to see the poor lad
as if they had been parted for a year.
She hugged him and kissed his drawn

quite

little face.

"You dear, good Jean!" she murmured. "You did not forget me."
"1 brought you something." he whispered. producing the book.
Alice snatched It, looked at it and
then at Jean.
"Why. what did you bring this for.
I
you silly Jean? I didn't want this

ί Ji / 1

{

ΐ

έ it [ )J*"

1

sippi."

"Joking aside, you are doubtless
right. Beverley is hot headed, and if
lie could he'd get even witli you quick
enough, but he hasn't left Vincennes,
I think. Miss Itoussilion would keep
him here if the place were on lire."

laughed dryly.

thing but being a genuine ange-1. Why,
he's got as flabby as a rabbit and mumbles like a fool."
"Same as you or I at his age," said
Helm, taking a chew of tobacco. "She
is a pretty tiling. Beverley doi-sn't
know his foot from his shoulder blade
when she's

anywhere

near

him.

Boys

I'm a sort of boy myself."
"If she'd give up that tiag I'd let her
go." said Hamilton. "I hate to confine
lier. It looks brutal and makes me feel
arc

boys.

like a tyrant."
"Have you ever happened to notice
the obvious fact, Governor Hamilton,
that Alice Itoussilion and Father Beret
are not all the French in Vincennes?"

"What do you mean?"
"I mean that I don't for 11 moment
believe that either the girl or the priest
knows a thing about where that flag Is.
They are both as truthful and honorable as people ever get to be. I know
them.
Somebody else got that tlag
from under the priest's floor. Y011 may
depend upon that. If Miss Itoussilion
knew where it is she'd say so and then
dare you to make her tell where it's
hidden."

"(Hi. the whole town is rotten with
treason! That's very clear. There's

not a loyal soul In It outside of my
forces."
"Thank you for not Including me
among the loyalists."
"Ilumpli! 1 spoke of these French
people. They pretend to Ik? true, but 1
believe they are all traitors."
"You can manage them if you try. A
little jolly kindness goes a long way
I had no trouble while I
with 'em.

held the town."
Hamilton bit his lip and was silent.
Helm was exasperatingly good tempered, and his jocularity was irresistWhile he was yet speaking a
ible.
guard came up, followed by Jean, the
hunchback, and, saluting, said to Hamilton:
"The lad wants to see the young lady,

sir."

Hamilton gazed quizzically at Jean,
who planted himself in his habitual
attitude before him nnd stared up into
his face with the grotesque expression
which seems to be characteristic of
hunchbucks and unfledged birds—the
look of an einl>odied and hideous Joke.
"Well."sir, what will you have?" the
governor demanded.
"I want to see Alice, If you please."

"What for?"
"I want to give her a book to read."
"Ah, indeed. Where is it? Let me
see it."
Jean took from the breast of his loose

Irradiated

a

strong womanly spirit Just

perversp, misneither
banish nor control. When she did not
make reply Hamilton continued:
"You may go home now, and I shall
touched

with

cluevous

ngnt

expect to have

the old

wnicn sue couia

no more

trouble

on

your

account." He made a gesture Indicative of dismissal ; then, as she turned
from him, he added, somewhat raising
his voice:
"And, further, Miss Itoussiilon, that
Hag you took from here must positively
be returned. See that It is done."
She lifted her head high and walked
away, not deigning to give him a word.
Humph! What do you think now of
J our flue young lady ?" he demanded,
turning to Helm with a sneering curl
of his mouth. "She gives thanks copiously for a kindness, don't yon

think?"
"Poor girl! She was scared nearly
"She got
out of her life," said Helm.
away from you like a wounded bird
from a snare. I never saw a face more
pitiful than hers."
"Much pity she needs, and greatly
like a wounded bird she acts, I must
sny, but good riddance if she'll keep

her place hereafter. I despise myself
when I have to be hard with a woman,
especinll.v a pretty one. That ulrl's a
saucy and fascinating minx and as
dangerous as twenty men. I'll keep a
watch on her movements from this on.
and if she gets into mischief again Πι
transport lier to Detroit or give her
away to the Indians. She must stop
her high handed foolishness."
Helm saw that Hamilton was talking
mere wind, vox et praeterea nihil, and
lie furthermore felt that his babbling
signified no harm to Alice, but Hamilton surprised him presently by saying:
"I have Just learned that

Lieutenant

Beverley is actually gone. Did you
know of his departure?"
"What are you saying, sir?"
Helm Jumped to his feet, not angry,
but excited.
"Keep cool. You need not answer if

but catch him tirst, governor!"
"You'll Joke out of the other corn.·τ
of your mouth, Captain Helm, if I dm!
out that you gave him aid or countenance in breaking his parole."
"Aid or countenance! I never saw
him after lie walked out oi't hi< room.

keep her, and Farusworth insists that

He chuckled
she wasn't to blame."
again and added:
He's in love
"It's true as gospel.
Seems to be glad she
witli her too.
shot him. Says lie's ashamed of himself for ever suspecting her of any-

tressed and disheveled, yet despite all
this her beauty asserted itself with
subtle force.
Hamilton felt ashamed looking at
her, but put on sternness and spoke
without apparent sympathy:
"Miss Iloussiliou, you came near committing a great crime. As it is, you
have done badly enough, but I wish
not to be unreasonably severe. I hope
you are sorry for your act and feel like
doing better hereafter."
She was trembling, but her eyes
looked steadily straight Into his. They
were eyes of baby innocence, yet they

He is going straight
their canoe.
toward Kaskaskia."
"The idiot! Hurrah for him! If you
catch your hare you may roast him.

Ile had
thought just what Helm was saying.
Beverley's attention to Alice had not
escaped his untice.
"Speaking of that girl," he remarked
after a moment's silence, "what am I
to do with her? There's 110 place to
Hamilton

kin, hut Beverley 8 note lay upon
Alice's heart, a sweet comfort auil a
crushing weight, when an hour later
Hamilton sent for her and she was
taken before him. Her face was stained
with tears and she looked pitifully dis-

you prefer silence or evasion. You may
want to go yourself soon."
Helm burst out laughing, but «iuiekly growing serious said:
"lias Beverley been such a driveling
fool as that? Are you in earnest?"
"He killed two of my scouts, wound
ed another and crossed the Waba«di in

weather to go to where your rebel
friends are probably toasting their
shins by the tire of green logs and half
starving over yonder on the Missis-

jerkin u smull volume, dog eared and
mildewed, and handed it to Hamilton.
Meantime he stood flrst on one foot,
then on the other, gnuwing his thumb
nail and blinking rapidly.
"My ca,t wae i "Well, Helm, just look here!"
Maine Cream.
Hood Farm
taken 24 hours after
I "What?"
At the Massachusetts winter meeting
Calf Scour Cure birth with scours of
ever read it?"
held at Athol the samples of cream from
j "Haven't you
a watery, foamy nawhat?"
"Read
Manchester,
Me.,
_nfj
farm,
anu
Bonnymeade
ture, was weak and j
"This novel."
eight days old, shown by the editor of
"Never read a novel in my life; never
the Farmer to illustrate the value of Digestive Powder
absolutely clean methods in every detail doses of Hood Farm Calf Scour Cure and expect to."
of milk production provoked great in- Digestive Powder brought it around all
Hamilton laughed freely at Helm's
terest. When opened it was found to be right and it has been doing well ever since."
then turned to Jeuu und gave
expense,
Pa.
E.
M.
full
Hanover,
a
Ruth,
and
perfectly sweet and fresh
the book.
back
hint
"
and
Cure
Scour
Calf
Farm
DigesHood
description of the order of production
It would have been quite military
at Mr. Pope's farm was brought out in tive Powder cured three bad cases of sconn
to examine
the lively discussion which followed. in my herd. I find the DlgeiUve Powdei had he taken the precaution
hidIt was an object lesson in up-to-date gives the calf strength and appetite." L. C, between the pages for something
den then», hut he did not.
methods which will not be forgotten.— Rath bone, Hebron, Conn.
Two sises of each-H and >2.50. Call foi
Farmer.
"Go give it to her," he Raid, "and tell
circular on Calf Scour Treatment.
her 1 send by compliments, with great
For sale by F. A. Shubtleff A Co., Soatt
admiration of her taste in literature."
Always milk cows in the same order
Paria, Me.
i He motioned the soldier to show Jean
and at the same time of day.

strong,
They
vigorous, thrifty, hearty breed of cattle,
uot only as found in the West but also
here in Maine.—Maine Farmer.
merit is in the breed.
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You gave him a mighty sight more
aid and countenance tiian I did. What
Broke his pa
are you talking about!
role! He did no such thing. He returned it to you fairly, as you well
ώ/uî

jouna

ne nuic ana
times.

rcau it a uiutn

don't like this book at all. It'H hateful.
I despise It. Take It back."
"Thefe'e something in it for you, a
puper with writing 011 it. Lieutenant
Beverley wrote it 011 there. It's shut
lip between the leaves about the mid-

a.e."

Not so loud. The guard '11
hear you," Alie.· bieath.essly whispered
her whole manner chnngiug instantly.
She was trembling, ami the color had
been whisked from her face as the
tlame from a candle in a sudden draft.
She found the note and read it a
d«.xcii times without a pause, her eyes
leasing along the lines back ami forth
"Sh-K-sh!

wilh pathetic eagerness and concentra·
lion,
rresently she sat down 011 the
bench ami covered her face with her
hands. A tremor first, then a convulsive sobbing shook her collapsed form.
Jean regarded lier with a droily sympathetic grimace, elevating his long
chin and letting his head settle back

know. He told you he was going."
"Well, I've sent twenty of my swiftest Indians after him to bring him
back.

I'll let you see him shot.

That

ought to please you."
"They'll never get him, governor. I'll
bet high on him against your twenty
scalp lifters any day. Fitzhugh Beverley is the best Indian lighter, Daniel
Boone and Simon Kenton excepted, in

the American colonies."
On her way home Alice met Father
Beret, who turned and walked beside
her. He was so overjoyed at her release that he could scarcely speak, but
held lier hand and stroked it gently
while she told him lier story. It was
beginning to rain, a steady, cold show
er, when they reached the house, and
for many days and nights thereafter
the downfall continued almost Inces

santly.

"Dear child." said Father Beret,
stopping at the gate and looking be
seechlngly Into Alice's face, "you must
stay at home now—stay in the house. It
will be horribly dangerous for you to
pass about in the village after your—

between his shoulders.
"Oh, Jean, Jean!" she cried at last, after what has happened."
"Do not fear, father; I will be careful.
looking up and reaching out her arms.
Aren't you coming in? I'll flud you a
"Oh, Jean, he is gone, gone, gone!"
Jean stepped closer to her while she cake and a glass of wiue."
"Xo, child -nut now."
sobbed again like a little child.
"Then goodby, goodby," she snkl
She pulled him to her and held him
from him tu run into tin* house
tightly against her breast while she turning
1 shall be su lonesome."
once more read the note through blind- "Come soon;
On the veranda she suddenly stopped
ing tear». The words were few, but
her lingers about her ueek ami
to lier they bore the message of desola- running
A great haunting, into her bosom.
tion and despair.
"Oh, father. Father Beret, I've lost
hollow voice in her hpart repeated
"See if i
them until they echoed from vague dis- my locket!" she cried.
dropped it there."
tance to distance.
She went back to the gate, searching
It was written with a bit of lead on
the half of a mildewed fly leaf torn the «round with her eyes. Of course
It was
she did nut liud her locket.
from the book:
When udles and miles away, close tu the heart
Dear Alice—I am going away.
If she could but have
you read this think of me as hurrying of her lover.
through the wilderness to reach our army kuowu this it would have comforted
and bring it here. Be brave, as you alher. Beverley had intended tu leave it
ways have been; be good, as you cannot
excitehelp being; wait and watch for me; love with Jean, but in his haste and
Do not ment lie forgot.
I will come.
Writing the note disme, as I love you.
doubt It. I will come, and 1 will crueh tracted his attention, and so he bore
Courage.
Hamilton and his command.
Alice's picture on his breast and in his
Alice dear; courage and wult for me.
heart while pursuing hie long ami
BEVERLEY.
Faithfully ever,

She kissed the paper with passionate
fervor, pouring her tears upon it in
April showers between which the light
of her eyes played almost flercely, so
poignant was her sense of a despair
bordered
which
upon
desperation.
"Gone, gone!" It was all she could
"Gone, «one!"
think or say.
Jean took the offending novel back
home with him, hidden under his jer-

Aching Joints

perilous journey.

Four of Hamilton's scouts cam»· up
Beverley twenty miles south of Vincennes, but having the advantage of
them he killed two almost immediately
und, after a running tight, the other
two attempted escape in a canoe on
tiu> Wabash, lleiv. tiring from a bluff,
he wounded a third. Both then piunged
headforemost into the water, and by
on

keeping below the surface got away.
The adventure gave Beverley new
spirit and self reliance. He felt that

he could accomplish anything necesIn the fingers, toes, arms, and other sary to his undertaking. In the capparts of the body, λκ joints that are tured pirogue he crossed the river, and.
inflamed and swollen by rheumatism— to make his trail hard to tlnd. sent the
that acid condition οi the blood which little craft adrift down the current.
Then alone, in the dead of winter, he
affects the muscles also.
took his bearings and struck across the
Sufferers dread to move, especially
drear}', houseless plain toward St.
after sitting or lying long, and their Louis.
wet
condition is commonly worse in
As soon as Hamilton's discomfited
weather.
scouts reported to him he sent Long
havt
since
we
a
lor
time
:
bern
"It has
with twenty picked savages
My Hair,
been without Hood's Sarsaparilla.
for continuous and
father thinks he could not do without it. armed and supplied
He hus been troubled with rheumatism rapid marching, in pursuit of Beverley.
since he was a boy, and nood's Sarsapa- There was a large reward for bringing
rilla is the only medicine lie can lake that him in
alive, a smaller one for his
will enable him to lake his place in the
scalp.
field." Miss Λυ.\ Doty, Sidney, Iowa.
When Alice heard of all this her
buoyant and happy nature eeemed entirely to desert her for a time. She
and Pills
was proud to find out that Beverley
rheumatism—no
of
Remove the cause

Hood's Sarsaparilla

outward

appiioetiou

can.

Take them.

had shown himself brave and canablet-

ι veni
ΛΙ!<ν hni.' il t some '-old r<
a loaf and a bottle of claiet. TL«
sin set before him «.i: a lUlL· table.
"All, this Ik comfort," be said afU-r
he had gulped a full cup. "Have y.u
all br>en well?"

It touched lier love of heroism- but she
know too much iibout Indian warranto hop»* that lie could hold his own
against Long Hair, the wiliest and
boldest of scalp hunters, and twenty
of the most experienced braves in
He would almost
Hamilton's forces.
certainly be killed and scalped or captured and brought back to be shot or
The thought
hanged In Vincennes.
chilled and curdled her blood.
Both Helm and Father Beret tried to
encourage and comfort her by representing the probabilities In the fairest

k«ii.

Then he began to tell where he had
been, what he bad seen ai»! il:·.» many
thing* be had done. Λ Fren h ian must
babble while he eats and drinks. A little wine makes hint eloquent. He talks
with his hands, shoulders, eyes. Mme.
Houssillon. Alice ami Term, wrapped in
furs, huddled around him to bear. He
was very entertaining, and they forgot
the patrol until a noise tfturtled them.
It was the low of a cow. They laugh<*d
and the master of the bouse softened
his voice.
M. Houssillon hud Im-< η the attest of a

light.

"It's like hunting
haystack, going out

for a needle In a
to find a man hi
that wilderness," said Helm, with optimistic cheerfulness, "and, besides. Beverley is no <yisy dose for twenty ml

great Indien chieftain who

was called
the lia te of the Wabash because be
controlled the river. The chief was an
old acquaintance and treated him well.
"Hut I wanted to see you all," <Jaspard said. "I was afraid something
might have hapjMiied to you. «ο I came

I've seen him tried at
o<lds than that, and he got out
with a whole skin too. Don't you fret
about him, Miss Houssillon."
Little help came to lur from attempts
of this sort. She ml^ht brighten up
for awhile, but the dark dread mid the

niggers to take.

worse

back just to peep in. I can't stay, #f
Hamilton would kill me as if I
were a wolf. I can remain but an hour
and then slip out of town again Itel'ore
daylight comes. The ruin ami darkness
are my friends."

terrible gnawing at her heart, the sinking and despairing in her soul, could
not be cured.

course.

What added lmmeasureably to her
distress was the attention of Farnswortli. whose wound troubled him hut
He seemed to have had
a short time.

a revelation and a change of spirit
since the unfortunate rencounter and
the subsequent nursing at Alice's
hards, lie wa* grave, earnest, kindly,

evidently striving to play a gentle and
honorable part. »>ue could feel that he
tarried a load of regret, that he wanted
to pay a lull price in good for the evil
that he had done. Iiis sturdy Kuglish
heart was righting itself nobly, yet she
but half understood him until his actions and words began to betray his
love, and then she hated him unreasonably. localizing this, Fainsuorm bore
himself more like a faithful dog than
In the manner hitherto habitual to him.
He sinif/.y shadowed Alice and would
not be rebuffed. Never was a good soldier—for he was that from head to foot
The
—more lovelorn and love docile.
qiaideu had completely subdued the
man.

About this time, deep in a rainy and
pitch black night, Gaspard Houssillon
lie tapi>ed on the door
came home,
again and again. Alice heard, but she

speak or
growing cowardly?
hesitated to

move.

Was she

Her heart beat
like a drum. There was but one person in all the world that she < oiil<l
think of; it was not M. Houssillon
Ah. no; she had well nigh forgotten
her gigantic foster father.
"It is I, ma cherie; it is Gaspard, my
love. Open the door." came in a booming half whisper from without. "Alice,
Jean. It is jour Fapa Houssillon. my
dears. I.et me in."
Alice was at the door in a minute,

M. Housslilon etiter"d.
unbarring it
armed to the teeth, the water dritiOliUK
from his hue\xU*iii clothes.
"I'ouf!" he exclaimed. "My throat is
like dust." Ills thouxbts were diving
Into the stores under the lloor. "I am
famished. Iiear children, de.ii· ti» ; 1··
ones! They arc yrlad to see papa! AY her·
is your mamma?"
He had Aii^-e in his arms and Jean

clung to his legs. Mine. Houssillon, to
be sure of no mistake, lighted a lamp

with a brand that smoldered on the
hearth and held it up; then, satisfied as
to her husband's Identity, set It on a
shelf and Hung herself Into the iffectlonate group with clumsy abandon

j

He had seen Simon Kenton, who said
he had been iu the neighborhood of
Vlncennes acting as a scout ami spy
for Clark. Presently and quite casually hi- added:

"And I saw Lieutenant Beverley too.
I suppose you know that he has escaped from Hamilton, and"— Here a
big mouthful of venison interfered.
Alice leaned toward him white and
breathless, her heart standiue still.
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SIRES AND SONS.
Mayor Elect McClellan of New York
was

illy.

graduated

from l'rincetou univen

Henry Σ'ay lie Whitnoy, son of former
Secretary of the Navy W. C. Whitney,
Is studying mining in Colorado.
Ε. H. Tayler, who succeeded Sanies
A. Garfield In eougress, bas just completed the titty-eighth year of bis law
practice.
l>r. II. N. Stokes of the United States

geological
chemist

survey has been appointed
iu the national bureau of

standards.

Senator Stewart of Nevada enjoys
the distinction of being the only man
in the senate who has never been
His beard began to grow
shaved.
when he was sixteen and lias been

growing for sixty years.

Dr. J. Wilson Swan, the inventor of
the incandescent electric light, has Just
It is
entered bis seventy-sixth year.
nearly a generation ago since Dr. Swan

lirst publicly exhibited the electric light
wiiicii has now become universal.'
Starling II. Rrooks of Leon county,
Tex., is a surviving sou of a Revolutionary sold.er, Hubert Itrooks, who
was al the surrender of Coruwallis at
Vorktown. The son was born in 1824
and lias lived with his present wife for

titty-nine years.
Alexander Young, an amateur scientist of I.aporte, 1 ml., has announced
Ills iliscuvi ry of "bands of glittering
gems" stretching across the sun's disk,

which be takes to mean seven years of
plenty, followed by seven years of
drought and famine.

White Husbey, private secretary
Cannon, is the Washington
«■orrespoadent of the Chicago Inter
L

great noise.
"Oh, uiy dear Gaspard!" she cried as
siie lunged forward. "Gaspard. Uns
paid!" lier voice fairly lifted the roof
her great weight, hurled with such
force, overturned everybody, and all 01
them tumbled in a heap, the rotund
and solid dame sitting on top.
"Ouf! Not so impetuous, my dear."
pulfed M Houssillon. freeing liim<--lt'

of

scrambling to his feet.

fice after his election as vice president
Mr. I'omeroy served as speaker five
minutes.

making

from

a

her

Unpleasant

and

pressure

"Heally you

have fared well in my absence,
madame; you are much heavier." Il·
laughed and lifted her up as if she had
must

been a child, kissing her resonantly.
Ills gun had fallen with a great clat
ter. He took It from the floor and ex
a mined it to see If it had been injured
then set it iu a corner.
"I am afraid we have been ttinkin·too much noise." said Alice, sp-akiiu:
very low. "There is a patrol guard every night now. If they should hear

you"—

4'\V·
"Sh!" whispered M. Rousslllon
will be very still. Alice, is there some
thing to eat and a drop of wine liandy?
I have come many miles. I am tired

hungry, thirsty—zlIT!"

Salt pork is a famous oldfashioned remedy for con-

Eat plenty of
the advice to the
consumptive 50 and 100

sumption.
pork," was
years ago.

"

if a man
The idea
can stomach it.
behind it is that fat is the
food the consumptive needs
Salt

pork

is

good

most.

Scott's Emulsion is the modmethod of feeding fat to
the consumptive. Pork is too
rough for sensitive stomachs.
Scott's Emulsion is the most
refined of fats, especially
prepared for easy digestion.
Feeding him fat in this
ern

way, which is often the

A

sample

sent free upon

will be
request

that this picture la
a label Is on th«
wiapetr of every bottla of
EmuUiuo you bay.
Be

tare

the form of

SCOTT &

BOWNE,

CHEMISTS,

409 Pearl Si.. Ν. Y.
50c. and ft; all druggists.

/

\

He accompanied President Mcseveral of the hitter's Journeys. He lias been on the stalT of (he
Inter Ocean for twenty years.
Theodore Medad Pomeroy, living in
Auburn, Ν. V., at the age of seventynine years and a rich banker, was
elected speaker of the house to succeed
Schuyler Colfax, who resigned the of-

Ocean.

Kiuley

on

THE WRITERS.
Tolstoi has written two short novels
to be sold for the benefit of the Kislilneff Jews. The original and the Yiddish Russian editions will appear si-,
multa neon sly.

The engagement is announced of Israel Zangwill, the author, and Edith,
duughter of Professor W. E. Ayrtou.
Miss Ayrton is the author of a number
of short stories.

Hose Hartwlck Thorpe, author of
the fatuous poem "Curfew Shall Not
Ring Tonight," is living at present In
I-oJoila, Cal. She was born iu Indiana
in 1S50. The poem was first published
iu the Detroit Commercial Advertiser
in lî»ÏO.
The real name of Uabriele D'Annuuzio h- G acta no Hapagnetto. The dram-

atist is the son of the Duchess Maria
liallese de Horna. He Is a musician as
well as a playwright and has a son
who has a certain celebrity as a mandolinist.

LAW NOTES.
Only wli.it a passenger takes with
liiiu fur bis own personal use and convenience is held, in Illinois C. 1(. Co.
versus Matthews (Κ.ν.ι, I.. It. A. 840. to
be wit bin (lie ujeani ig of a statute requiring carriers tu check baggage.
Neglig.'tice committed by a servant in
the course of bis employment, although
he acts without the knowledge or contrary to the known wishes of his master, is held in Weber versus I.<w!ii:ian
(Neb.), 00 I.. It. A. .'{1.'!. to render tiie
master liable.

Appropriation of considerable quantities of water in seasons when that may
be done without sensible Injury to low·
er owners is held, in Meng versus Coffey (Ncb.i, 00 L. 11. A. 010, not to give
a prescriptive right to divert the whole
stream

in dry seasons.

COLLEGE AND SCHOOL.

only

way, is half the battle, but
Scott's Emulsion does more
than that. There is something about the combination
of cod liver oil and hypophosphites in Scott's Emulsion
that puts new life into the
weak parts and has>a special
action on the diseased lungs.

Speaker

The Chicago board of education ho®

rule that any teacher who does not ί
pay his debts shall be suspended. One 1
ν
woman teacher was suspended because
she bad a debt of $70.
a

President tëllot is quoted as saying,
economics in the public
schools would return great sums to
households in the communities in which
the subject is taught."

"Household

Massachusetts is to have one more
well endowed educational institution.
It is to be a school for girls, to be located at Norwood, near Boston. The
endowment of $375,000 It provided by
the will of the late Uenrv O. Peu bod v.

A Feat.
Blxter—You have heard of a man
Mting off his nose to spite his face?
Yarley—Yee, but I never have seen it
done. I hare known a man to kick one
of his hands out of doors, however.—
Boston Transcript.

Borrow trouble If you will, but don't
pay It back.—Schoolmaster.

_

^
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THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK

suddenly last Monday morning of
neuralgia about the heart. He hat! been

IN ALL

very

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

1MUKD TUESDAYS.

health for about a year and
probably contracted a sudden cold which
brought on the attack. He was the only
son of Mr. and Mrs. William F. Willis,
and they are now left with only the
in poor

Paris Hill.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, JAN. 5,1904.

Flwt

Paator.

Ρ*·**1®»

Bethel.
Gould Academy re-opened Monday
after the Christmas recess.
Mr. Roy Kane, a teacher in Higgina
Classical Institute, Charleston, was a
guest at Mr. Purington's during the
Christmas recess.
Mr. E. L. Arno spent Chrietmas with
his family in his Bethel home. He is in
The atlll and pulaeTeaa world. Hark! on the
the employ of Mr. Payson Rich at Litchwind a
The bell'a deep tones are swelling; 'tis the knell field and Qreene. Mr. Arno's friends

dree α wood.
January let, 1904. Last night, as the
time drew near for the old year to expire and the new one to be born, a poem,
entitled Tlie Closing Year, by Prentice,
came vividly to mind, the first few lines
of which follow :
Tie midnight's holy hour, and alienee now
la brooding like a gentle spirit o'er

Wert Paris.
Timothy Willie, aged 18 years, died

K* ΐΓί°Μ.

u
E. SunJ.y
Serf Ice »» 7 «

daughter

DOWN

AGAIN INTO

THE DKKPS OF

OLD-

TIMS GRAMMAR.

Dear Friend Parlin:—You lead me by
You bob my bead under
uid bid me drink or drown, sink or
»wim. Then you beg the forgiveness
of tbe son of my father. Bless your old

jeep waters.

Laura who is several years
The funeral Wednesday afternote with pleasure the good fortune that palpitator! There is nothing to forgive.
noon was conducted by Rev. Mr. Nelson Of the departed year.
it is a downright
SO. ÎCoTenant Meeting We iw 'n J
But the first day of the year is more has come to him in his appointment as When in the wrong
Editor· tail Proprietor·.
AU and was largely attended.
Sympathy
tbe Ut Sunday
I would (or
to be set right.
Invited.
beautiful interesting to me, from the fact that it superintendent and head sawyer at a pleasure
was manifested by
no4 oib^rwlée conneil«u
many
U KO Mo I M
A. E. FUKBT».
"sculan") rather be right than be—Town
H. Little, Pmator. dowers
ATWOOD.
Unlter^MChufW. Bef.
from
relatives and friends. is the anniversary of the tying together salary of ninety dollars per month.
^
^
»*
Prwk-hlii* èervtce every sunumy
Mr. Charles Mason, who has been con- Clerk.
Flowers were given by the employes of of myself and better half. To be more
SuntUv School at 12 *.
Are you quite sure that I said neither
the Paris Manufacturing Co. and the exact it was just 45 years ago to-day that fined to his house for the past two weeks,
—or, when you know and I know that
as improving.
is
Larraone
fleeb
made
John
Mr and Mrs. O. A. Maxim left Paris School
we
were
a
reported
Term· —$1.50 a ν ear If paid utrlt tly Id a·! vance.
by
Improvement League. Quite
with or?
otherwise fî.OO a year. Single copie· 4 cent».
Among those to return to Bethel for neither pairs with nor and either
number of relatives from out of town bee, Esq., of Hartford; and since he
mistake or mine? The ina large and somewhat noted the holidays were Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Was it your
to
were
belonged
present.
Advkhthkmknth
All legal aiWertisementt
side machinery sometimes unconsciousMrs. Hannibal Houghton of Auburn, family, I will notice it briefly in passing. Pratt, of Oxford, and Mr. Archie Grover,
κ I., Holyoke, Mass., and other placée.
are given three connective Insertion» for $1.50
ly elips a cog. Let's compromise the
per inch In length of column. Special contracta
Maxim is spending the win- who came to attend the funeral of Mr. Jonathan and Phebe (Davie) Larraboe instructor in Maine University.
Benjamin
He
made with local, transient and yearly advertl»
Mr. Irving Clark of New York visited matter and lay it to the printer.
his »*>. Wet-wr Mum. on «h. Willis, visited at G. W. Bryant's before bad 12 children born to them, nine of
ere.
makes a convenient scape goat to bear
old home farm in Bucktield.
returning homo. Mr. Bryant is in very whom grew to maturity, five of whom his mother and sister at Christmas.
Jo» Pwjrrao:— New type, faat presses, steam
Our lumbermen are busy at work upon away our grammatical sins and things.
were sons; Esq. John, as everybody callMrs Ε. H. Jackson and Miss Mary poor health this winter.
I have never seen Brown's Grammar
power, experienced workmen ami low price·»
Hubbard left Tuesday for Boston, where I Mrs. Geo. D. Robertson has been ed him, being among the oldest, if not their extensive operations and are rushcombine U> make this department of oar butl
of Grammar's, and so I cannot say that
the first born of the children, and was ing business during the fine sledding.
nee· complete and popular.
they will probably spend the rest of
spending a few days at South Paris.
Mrs. Dr. Norman Gehring and little my father had auything to do with it.
The grange of this place will hold an never married. He, together with one
home I think that must be a mistake. At
Thaver found one of his
all day meeting next Saturday, Jan. 9. brother and two of his four sisters, were daughters have returned to their
least I never heard of it, and my brother
dead in the stall Tuesday morning. The There will be a dinner and installation of successful school teachers in their young- in Portland.
Coming Events.
Rev. and Mrs. Tuck who are engaged never did. I remember many years ago
officers in the afternoon, which will be er days. All of these brothers were
Magalloway church and when living in Rumford, an eccentrica
semi-public, the members being allowed large and well proportioned, not less in work in the of
that region were guests man by the name of Greenleaf spent
Jan. J.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Norway.
D. Hammond than six feet in height; and the youngest lumber camps
to invite friends.
Henry
few days with us. He had with him a
Jan. 13, 14 —Quartely meeting of Oxford 'Baptist
of Paris Grange assisted by others will was said to stand six feet and six inches at Mr. H. N. Upton's last Monday. After
Association, Bucklleld.
and
in his stockings; and the sisters were as a short visit in Otisfield, their former grammar that he bad published
install the officers.
will return to their pres- wished to introduce into the schools.
in proportion.
they
pastorate,
W.
T.
will
their
C.
U.
hold
The
large
reguSEW advertisements.
They (he and father) discussed some
The occupation of one of the brothers ent field of labor.
the horse's heart to be about the size
lar meeting Thursday afternoon of this
Miss Isabel
Woodbury of knotty points, and I think the maker of
for many years was whaling, and the
Friday,
with
Mrs.
C.
Howard
Laue.
a common ten-quart pail.
week
Semi annual Clearance Sale
.1
„—
some information
of Mrs. grammars received
Prentiss Cummings of
Rev. Z. D. Tibbetts of Lewiston will hair-lifting stories he used to tell when North Waterford was the guest
From Old Kentucky.
Miss Woodbury is to and something to ponder over. I reBroken Lot Sale.
been here for a few days attending u preach for the Free Baptist Society dur- at home on a visit, ίο us youngsters, can F. S. Chandler.
Bargain» In Lamp·.
be imagined only by those who have resume her school work in Littleton, member but one of their discussions,
the repairs on bis house, whic
I ing the next six months.
of and why I remember that is because we
Frank Keene and family have moved heard or read similar stories. He finally where she taught in the beginning
eun bv the late B. S. Doe
school boys of the early fifties had dis°f M*nkru''^·
Giles of South Pane is to finish the into the Will Hall house with his brother, gave up the business, at least for the the year and was obliged to leave on accussed it threadbare and never decided
*
Eliram Keene. They are hauling lum- time being, got married and went out count of ill health.
Head Thl·.
West on to a piece of land with the inFriday evening Mrs. Gehring gave a it right—this: "Their eyes blue lan-s
liâtes of Stearns Ilill is one ber from Greenwood.
in honor guish." I cannot recall Mr. Greenleaf
most progressive farmers and a
Mr. aud Mrs. Guy Curtis have come tension of spending the rest of his life delightful party in Odeon Hall
The Le&»on of the Ch^o Db^ter. ,f
idea, but my father regarded eyeκ in the
of her guests.
here from North Norway to stay through on a farm.
W ithin a few day» the world has been ed bv the fact that he sold two J ewey the winter while Mr. Curtis hauls lumThe week of prayer will be observed possessive with the sign of possession
Knowing but little or nothing, howbe- left out by mistake, and languish the
ever, about that kind of work he became by the three churches in our village,
heifers to N««
ber for the Paris Manufacturing Co.
And that is correct,
ter of its kind in a century—the fire and week for one hundred and tnirty
Eleanor Tuell has been quite sick and ombarrassed, and the only way out that ginning in the M. E. church Sunday thing possessed.
for afterward I saw it in a later edition
he could see was to go one more whaling evening at 7:30.
panic i0 tl" Iritquoie Thea- '
has had to give up her school.
tre iu Chicago, where, in the .spat e of ten
Several organizations will hold their of the book or of the poem in this form:
Regular meeting of directors of 1 ans
Saturday night, the 9th of January, the voyage, which hedia and never returned.
"Their eyes' blue languish
minute», nearly m people were killed Hill
Ideal Entertainment company are to According to report he got into a quarrel installations next week. The Sunset
Library Associati«.n w.th
And their golilen hair."
will install officers Monand other* injured. A few of
Hammond Wednesday,
give an entertainment at C eutenuial with one of the crew in which he was Rebekah Lodge
And so that blunder was responsible
burned to death, but moet of
U.
AXÏSTA Eastman, clerK.
Hall for the benetit of Ι. Ο. Ο. F., and killed and buried at sea. Only one of day evening.
for tbe waste of school-boy breath,
°f th* panic which
Advertised letters in Paris post othce, for the guidance of our readers we will that large family, and the youngest of
Buckfield.
and it may have been the means, under
prevailed The theatre was called fire- Jan. 1st:
that we have examined letters writ- the brothers, is now living.
I say
*afest theatre in Chicago
Mrs. Amanda Shaw passed away Dec. Providence, of launching on the waiting
The Ilenricks brothers sent a box of
ten by many well known editors, clergyShe was the widow of world scores of able debaters.
at lexs<
Mn". Berth» tStowe, care of (i. Emery.
men and opera house managers, bearing Christmas presents to the Morgan fami- 29, aged 78 years.
I would consider it a favor to be told
l'*njamln Cummlng·.
who died some years
late
Silas
came
the
and
worth
at
least
then
Shaw,
give good ground for the belief that
intrinsic
of
their
witness
to
the
merits
125,
ly,
Mr* Pavld Bell.
Mrs. to what you refer, either in a private
one daughter,
there were serious faults in its con.
leaves
in
She
here
to
see
how
it
looks
themselves
in
ago.
this
case
The
evidence
new
H. r. An Irewa, K*l
program.
struction. It is a question whether the
Samuel, letter or through the Democrat, as I
winter. They were surprised to learn Justus Mason, and brothers
Caroline P. Harlow, I. M. 1 is so strong that we feel justified in sayan interest in him who
was not so much snow here David and Jonathan Record, and one naturally take
that
there
panic might not have been prevented if
enour
readers
that
the
to
coming
ing
these faults had not existed;
gave me being. I know that he was a
East Hebron.
tertainment will be exceptionally fine nor the weather so cold as it was in sister, Mrs. Tileston.
re,na'ns that it was the panic which
A daughter to the wife of Stanwood man of excellent taste and judgment,
Cleveland. There it was good sleighing
The sleighing was
proved bv the We advise our readers to carefully read
and of generous propensities. And had
wa* responsible for most of the
40 below Withington was born Dec. 29.
had
been
and
the
jui
disare
that
the
temperature
being
programs
printed
fall of snow on Monday night, and
and that if the people hail not tried to light
Decatur Decoster, who has lived the confidence in liimseif been one of his
tributed as they clearly set forth the zero. They stopped down here about
the ice covered for pedestrians.
he might have made a mark high
part
ten days and in the meantime visited life of a recluse for many years, being traits
go out m that mad rush the larger P
j. J. Fuller's health improves but lit- nature of the entertainment.
he died and left
of them would have got
unbalanced, was found hanging up in the world, but
the Bennett place.
mentally
and
are
sick
with
since
colds
many
On thepruu .ploof locking the door tle,
in the bam of Wm. Cushman a few days to his hods a good name, which is better
Bryant's Pond.
the severe cold weather set in.
West Bethel.
since. He came to the village a few than riches—better than famo.
Ό
Harry Beals, a boy about 12 years old,
Christmas
brought relatives and
I see that another old time acquaint18 P™bable tha.
SlnK a song of snowdakes,
days previous to his taking off and
triends from various places to enjoy the who w"as living at Gilman Whitman's,
lu
the
air,
Flying
there
bought a rope which he used, thus show- ance has passed to the higher life—
thorough examination of hours with relatives that live in their died the 27th of December. Ile had a
Slnir a son»: of s'.elghbells,
μ,
the theatres and public halls in all the
George Henry Briggs. I have in my
ing that it was premeditated.
Tinkling everywhere.
former homes. But many absent faces, sister living at Portland, who did not recities, to ascertain whether thev area*
Miss Amy Shaw returned to her teach- possession a likeness of him taken some
never to return, were sadly missed from ceive the notice of his death in time to
Sing of feath'rv snowbanks,
forty years ago, that his family can have
tK*w,ble l" make them our number.
Earth In dazzling white.
ing at Everett, Mass., Saturday.
attend the funeral. The interment was
Sing of gleaming lce-Uelds,
W. J. Wheeler of South Paris was in if they so desire.
against the dangers of fire and panic
John Harper and wife have moved, at the Whitman burial ground.
In
the
light.
Sparkling
Mrs. Amanda Shaw died very suddenConditio!» io the com,,,, tow„ „e
town Friday.
Miss Genevieve Whitman is at Haverand are enjoying their home. I. *·
I have often been accused of being ly early Tuesday morning. The houseSlag of merry maidens,
Saunders is still at work on repairs for j hill, Mass., with her brother Bertrand.
of hllthsoine hove,
Sing
now consists of an only
hold
with letters in my spelling,
daughteç
Miss Lizzie Stevens is at home on a
over^fteral
Skating, sliding, coasting,
husband, Mary and Justus Mason.
full of fun and noise!
quite liberal you know when it costs and her
At Christmas at H. A. Record's and vacation.
also
three
one
leaves
She
late
that
sister,
noticed
of
brothers,
nothing. Having
Another change has been made at tlie
A happy new year to all our friends.
Edwin Alleu s. Lemuel
and «ife
of Atwood is absorbing two I and many relatives and friends. The
Mrs. Fred Lurvey has finished
from Portland were present, Alice Da% is hotel
Changeable weather, and light storms. the name
I wish to know how shock of death brings out all that is
S. W. Potter is working for W. H. Mer- t's in many places,
aud Mis. Bertha Andrews from Lynn, her labors as cook, Capt. Brooks is
room
the senior editor hangs on the t question, neighborly. Funeral Thursday. Miss
clerking, and Miss IdaMcCalviti row.
through
and Miss Leala Davis from Lynn.
the second door, the drop from a window I
or must it be Eleanor Forbes will speak words of comMiss (irace Mason is contined to her whether one t will answer
Mrs. Jeunie Uodsdon came home from as table girl. The widow Andrews is
John.
Π°1 8 (ian«er'·"·' one for
tt, double t or t? [The editor prefers fort.
Waterville to pass the day with lier cook, George Hilborn clerk, Grace Noyet home by illness.
of
man
common
our
a
the good old-fashioned way. One "t" I
activity. \or do
table
is
Mason
caused
A.
P.
girl.
father's family.
by
quite lame,
Maine News Notes.
°f
**"» * burn
will answer all our purposes for some
Franklin Grange had a public installa- a fall on ice.
The festival was a success. The
with the tierce speed Gf the modern
time
in
Jan.
tion
State
Lecturer
yet.—Ed.]
2d,
H.
Merrow
has
his
taxidermist
Libby
W.
tations were well presented by the chil8ΐΠΙ' il ls 14 ^ dren, the
Augustus Cioutier went to Minot Friand the stalling officer. It was an all day meet rooms well tilled with deer heads.
numerous
The Commercial declares
that the
who is quite ill.
Ch,ca«° horror fresh in exercises preseuts aDd well
ing, dinner in the dining hall, with ap
Mrs. Ν. 11. Springer is much troubled day to visit his father
interesting
enjo>uL
Bangor girls are making plans for such
to
of
consider
whether
our
places
mind,
rheumatism
this
winter.
Last week, ω Ε. Allen started from propriate exercises in the afternoon.
by
an aggressive leap year campaign that
Hiram.
Miss Herrick, the primary teacher
The two little daughters of Elmer
the store with bags of grain in his sleigh,
the young men have formed a protective
Mrs. Iiosa (Meserve) Pendexter and
was called to attend the funeral of he
been quite sick for two
Fiske have
W Slatterv came from the station wit
association.
»·
~ »"· «
her scholars had a nice Christmas tree
aunt, Mrs. Joseph Bryant, Dec. 31st.
weeks.
his horse that intends to go
house
The habit of paying toll is a hard one
Schools were closed New Year's Day
E. P. Philbrook and daughter and W. and entertainment at the school
hindrance at full
The "»*»
in Hiram on Dec. for Brewer people to forget, and almost
Certainly no country hall has am broke and the horsespeed.
Johu Titus had his ice cut and put ii
H. Mills and wife have moved into A. in the Durgin district,
ran on to Allen s
more exits than are advisable.
If «{,
20. Mrs. Pendexter is teaching the ninth every day some one pulls up at the toll
J. Haskell's double house.
sleigh, upsetting the whole affair with last week.
°n a second or third door all UnAt the house and tries to pay the
Dr. Whitman was in town Dec. 31st
O'Brien has sold his farm to term of school in this district.
Vlleu underneath all. Allen was well
Bangor policePercy
and
people must go down one
lamed and his face bruised. No bones The doctor has considerable practice ii Mrs. Sarah W. Brown, but will not va- close of the fall term the scholars had man who hangs out around there.
With converging streams of people flow
for
which
a small adan
entertainment
this
cate the premises until spring.
place.
were bioken, but the sleigh top was in
ai8lee ami P«rh;.ps a
Alexander Terrio, now awaiting trial
l)r. Wheeler of West Paris was ii
Lewis Tyler and Mrs. M. E. Merrow mission fee was asked. With the money
uumerous pieces.
for murder at Skowhegan, has written a
mUiit
* "id,
town Dec. 30th.
remain about the same as last reported. they received Mrs. Pendexter purchased
wh
not become chok
personal letter to the county attorney
Mann's mill has started up for the sea
There was a case of chicken-pox in a nice dictionary for the school.
East Sumner.
«Hf
h a mad rU8h wa* made for
Melvin L. Huntress came from North asking for a speedy trial. Terrio hat
son.
last
and
other
and
school
scholars
week,
,
The new grange hall at East Sumner is
IroquoiS Theatre.
Conway, Ν. H., and Ethel L. Huntress once been convicted but the law cour!
Quite a party of young people attend teacher expect to have the disease.
to be publicly dedicated on Thursday.
a new trial.
A second trial wai
came from Newtonville,
Mass., where
ed the dance at Locke's Mills Frida;
at
1
A
o'clock v. m.
January 7.
meeting
ceun at the November term, but had
she has a position as teacher, to visit
Wilson's Mills.
of the grange will occur in the forenoon, evening.
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Asbury to be discontinued on account of the ill
A happy New Year to all.
A box party at the church Dec. 19th,
but the afternoon exercises are open to
Huntress. Miss Huntress taught several ness of a juror.
Mr. Albert Bowker and Miss Nelli
all. State Master Obadiah Gardner is
to raise money toward the salary of our
terms in the grammar school at Iliram
Still well were at J. L. Bowker's Sunday
resident pastor, met with fairly good
Col. E. C. Milliken, of the state pen
expected to be present, and other visitors.
Rev. E. Davis is still holding meeting
village.
success.
sion office, Wednesday filed his annua
Creamery men who are putting in their at the
UDder th« °Petl
church.
Baptist
Rev. and Mrs. Tuck held services at
windows
h,n twu seconds the en year's stock of ice, pronounce it of tine
report for the year 1003. This repori
Lovell.
A Christian Endeavor Society wa
Lincoln Pond camp the 20th.
shows that there were 2,595 applica
li~,
tire
Wa* °n its feet- and would quality and about twenty inches in thickhere
weather
the
no
to
that
is
news
organized
It
recently.
say
κι.
Our young ladies had a busy time
cations filed during the year, and 2,30"
Starte<i ίυΓ the st^irwav uess.
The Christmas festival passed off in
are afflictThe last lots of apples are being
Christinas week, preparing for a Christ- is extremely cold, and many
certificates issued.
These certiflcatef
II a man W'th a commandmt: voice had
manner.
these
are the
but
ed
with
very
pleasant
colds,
things
at
the
church Christmas evenmas tree
would call for an expenditure of $85,070
not made the announcement that the shipped, mostly to the Portland Fruit
The Ideal Eutertaiument Co. will giv
most common subjects of conversation. but
and
recitations
Co.
ami
who
F.
L.
Barrett
of
deaths and other caueef
singing.
ing;
Harry
bre was in th„ Woode half a
purchased by
by reason
a
one of their pleasing exhibitions
Rev. W. B. Hague, agent of the Maine the amount
and James Mathewson of
Furbush
There is one point, not regarding the has bought over 15,000 barrels for them.
actually expended balancef
Hall Jan. 8th, 1904.
was in town over
Grange
Missionary
Society,
were
at
Flint's
and
Mr.
the
hotel,
Kangeley
°' ^βη,61-ν
re
legislative appropriation of $85,000
Stow.
Furbush kindly gave some selections on Sunday, preaching at the village in the
Oxford.
Κ* iing their use, which is worthy of
Thirty-four persons are serving lift
his gramophone to help out the pro- morning.
Not very good weather for logging but
wrious consideration.
Whether it is
The presiding elder, Rev. Mr. Ladd, a
Albert Kimball is improving although sentences for murder in the state prisor
gramme.
",l1"
«« j« not
good weather for blacksmiths. It keeps the M. E. church Sunday.
has
Andrews
been
at Thomaeton according to the annua!
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Flint were up from quite sick yet. S. R.
but in bouth Paris it h;ts been th« them pretty busy sharpening horses and
John Dunn died Wednesday, Dec. 31
a
Xewry to spend Christmas with his there helping to care for him few days. report of Warden Hiûman Smith, sub
*D ti,e ais,es when oxen.
at the home of his brother-in-law, Mi
fever.
has
rheumatic
He
mitted to the Governor and Council Wed
the
Mrs. Martha Barrows is quite sick at Morris
than tbe seating
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Flint.
Clark, aged about 80 years.
Mrs. Mary E. McKeen is at W. O. nesday. During the past year 67 con
Miss Marion and Master Freddie JohnThis has freiiuentlv been this writing. She is confined to her
pac y
Mrs. Clark has been quite sick and lie r
victa were received, 71 were discharged
son of Colebrook came in to spend Christ- Brown's.
UrRest church in th® place bed.
sister, Miss Emma Dunn, of Portland, i
Jessie A. Chapman was at North Con- by expiration of sentences, one died
mas with their grandfather, F. A. Fiint.
Fred Eaton and wife spent Saturday
to
here.
way a few days the past week visiting four were pardoned, the largest numbei
and Sunday with his aunt, Mrs. M. E.
Miss II. E. Hersey of Boston spent 1
her friend, Miss Esther Hill.
of prisoners at any one time was 182, tht
Andover.
" Clay, also visited bis uncle, Mason Clay,
week at home.
Bennett McDaniels is filling the ice smallest number 155 and the average
in Chatham.
"ce^ wP'ch occasionThe streams are so low the ice cutters
^
Parrott
and
an
Albert
Elmer
Parrott
houses about the villiage, and Ν. II. daily number 168. The largest numbei
..
rafhor chairs
allv gather,
Martha Eastman is visiting relatives
any
ha>e on two or thre^
wife of Portland spent Christmas a t find it difficult to get their All. Springe Palmer and son are sawing ice for the committed from
any one county was 21
and friends in Portland.
occasions been placed in all th
and wells are a thing of the past. The
'
Mr. Geo. I'arrott's.
about the Center.
from Cumberland. Franklin and Oxford
There was a Christmas tree at the M.
O..II th. rtoor
majority of the town have to drive their people
Evie Parrott has returned from Massi
sent one representative each, and Knox
E. church Saturday night.
„„
»»»««! ρ«ρΙβ,
stock to the river for water.
cliusetts.
Somerset and Washington none.
rvorin sionenam.
Diet!, Dec. 2<3, Mrs. George Gordon
Logging is good. The cold weather
Carl Edwards of Portland was at horn p
* b,ockinK of the aisles would aged Sti years.
has made the swamps passable and a
Frank Murdock from Norway is here
at
Christmas.
One of Alna's smartest old men is the
η
'n lUdDy
an<l
There will be a Sunday School socia I very prosperous logging season is pre- setting up J. Bartlett'e new engine.
local miller, John Tibbetts, now in his
North Paris.
does
mmon P^Jeece forbid it
his
in
dicted.
Brown
went
to
home
Jonathan
80th year. One day recently he handled
evening at the chapel.
»
Mr. and Vira. D. D. Small and children Friday
Mr. Ingalls Bragg is confined to the Bridgton Friday and returned Sunday.
Blanche Lord has returned to Bostot
a hundred bushels of grain, turning it
and Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Field and chilhouse
and
from
sickness.
Frank
Keniston
by
family
where she is atteuding her second terr J
into the hopper and then taking care ol
county hinjince.s.
dren spent Christmas with Capt. and
of
Keniston's
Charles
Corkum
Andover
visited
Mrs.
died
Novell
Dec.
parents,
at the School of Oratory.
it after it had passed through the stones,
The county commissioners and coun- Mrs. G. M. Small at West Sumner.
19 aged about 70 years.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Gammon, Sunday.
Hattie Farris came from Somerswortl
The old mill where Mr. Tibbetts works
W. F. Dunham is visiting his parents
The public schools are in a very prosJohn Adams, wife and children, visit- is one of the few old mills left in
ty treasuier went over the books last
Ν. II., to spend Chrietmas with her fs I
the
week ami made up the tinancial state- and other relatives here.
ed her parents, Mr. and Mre. Burnham state and has been
perous condition.
ther and mother, Mr. and Mrs. W. Ï
running over threement for the past year.
There will be an all day meeting of
The detailed
McKeen, of Albany, Christmas day.
Farris.
fourths
of
a century.
The
old-fashioned
Brownfield.
statement will be published in pamphlet West Paris Grange Jan. 9.
The regular
Herbert Adams has gone to Boston on Hat
Mr. Locke has moved from Mechani
mill-stones, the ancient wide-mouthform as usual. Considering that the ex- meeting will be at 10:3U A. M., then dinAn addition to the grammar school business.
r*
Falls into Mrs. Keith's house on Pleasan ,
ed fireplace and even to the iron candlepenses have been above normal, the ner and the installation will be in the Street.
library has by request of Mr. E. 13. Bean,
Lyman Hilton of East Waterford is at stick in its place on the shelf, ground
been given by Congressman Little- work for Wm. Gammon.
showing is a very satisfactory one. The afternoon. Henry I>. Hammond of l'aris
The usual Christmas exercises wer
the meal, warmed the feet and lighted
statement shows that the county tax for Grange will install the officers, assisted
Held, 128 books and atlas, record of the
held at the churches Thursday and Fri
the late patrons of the mill as long age
1903 was «20,114.38; WT3.3S of which by Λ. E. Marshall and Mrs. Millie Davis.
union and confederate armies during the
East Bethel.
as the home-raised corn was brought
evenings.
remains unpaid. The condensed state- Members are allowed to invite friends to day
war of 1801-Ό5.
The Ladies' Society met with Mit
from long distances on the backs of the
A bright and happy New Year to all.
ment shows the following items:
dinner and to the installation in the
Mr.
Gideon
Sanborn
dead
dropped
Fisher Wednesday.
Ν. II., horses.
Mr. Leslie Brown from
afternoon. The following question will
Monday morning just as he entered Mr. visited this place the 20tb. Berlin,
be discussed at the grange meeting,
Johnson's store. .He was 50 years old.
tJ&eb In treasury Jan. 1, 1908,
Mr. E. S. Bean sent a carload of pressWest Sumner.
· 4,Jft8 ST
Newspaper·.
the Patrons of Husbandry to
He leaves a wife, mother and several
Kec'd ou account of County Tum,.... ill1®*8 "Ought
ed hay to Berlin, Ν. II., last week.
"
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Tuell entertainer I brothers and sisters.
form an apple growers' association?"
Of ull newspapers Ju the world sixtyloan·,....
temporary
··
W. 0. Blake sent a carload of poMr.
a
house
on
Christmas
F.
L.
large
The Christmas tree at Memorial Hall
party
day
opened by
Wyman.
eight in every hundred are printed in
"
LJJ·*
iaIoof confiscated tkjoon,—
tatoes to Boston last week.
j4os<
W. E. Curtis, A. F. Mayhew, J. G. Among the guests were: Mr. and Mrs
was quite a treat for the children.
the English language.
Clerk of Courts' fee·,
Mrs. Etta Bean has returned from
"
E.
}«
Tuell
of
*
L.
and
Fred
Mis
Crawford
Steveus
have
sold
Watertown,
Mass.,
u»e of Court Houee telephone,..
Mr. Hatch from Eaton, Ν. H., was at
Soil
14
tines an·! coete,
Norway.
i,SA>47 their apples to R. L. Cummings of Curtis of Norway, Me., Mr. and Mrs
J. L. Frink'e office to-day.
Mme. Tolatol.
Mr. Norman Sanborn has finished work
Winslow and son of Norway, Mr. am I
South Paris.
is postponed until
News
this cold
For years Mine. Tolstoi did not sym♦47,061 £2
at
and is working for Z. W. BartAlbany
Mrs. G. A. Chandler, Mrs. Francett > wave
John Buttertield has sold his oxen.
over.
passes
KXrEJiDITCKK».
lett in his mills in Rumford.
pathize with her husbaud in his tirades
Fletcher, Mr. Η. Β. T. Chandler, Mi
1'aM c»»u March terni S. J. Court,
South Rumford.
$ 1,338 4.··
agninst the Russian government and
and Mrs. Ilerrick Tuell, Dr. £. J. Mare
"
Hebron.
"
» Mober term S. J. Court
3,»40 64
"
There was a neighborhood Christmas ton, West Sumner; Everett Marston ο ^
Senator Perkins of California, whose therefore refused to criticise or listen
County Commlaslonera'orders.... 17,154 St
It is rather late for Christmas news
"
at Kennebunkport, to his work. Finally, however, he consalaries, loan· an·! Interest,
20,238 II tree at Henry Thuraton's and a family Brunswick, Me.
but when the card is sent before it is not boyhood home was
Cash In treaeury, Dec. SI, 19U3
4,421 1* tree at Ε. E. Abbott's.
home a very pretty vinced her, and after that she was a
Η. Β. T. Chandler, who has beer
safe to report. Hebron Grange had a Maine, paid his old
for
W.
E.
the
Doble
other
Bert
Woods
from
th<
evening at a banquet in sympathetic listener.
Worcester, Mass., clerking
through
$47,061 22
dinner with Christmas tree for the chil- tribute
of
forefathers'
who came to Kumford Falls to attend holidays, returned to Leavitt Institute dren. In the
celebration
day. "The
lunuim
evening there were the
I make from my
his father's, Leonard Woods', funeral, Turner, on Monday, Dec. 28.
usual festivities at the village. J. L. annual pilgrimage that
Bou<le<l tndeblednee*.
9 SD.OOu tw
Pigeon·.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Doble and nieci 1
in the land of the
visited Mrs. Frances Hutchins Monday
Temporary loan·,
ti,3U)00
Bumpus1 children had their tree at home home, "to the little Newsetting sun,11
Pigeons, it is said, can upon occs
Bill· allowed ami unpaid,
«11 4o
of South Paris visited in town last week
viland Tuesday.
said
he,
England
and others may have done the same but
Due Oxford Law Library,...
3ϋυ 60
sion outstrip the fastest express train,
S. B. Reading Club elected officers a
Will Cole is driving one of Marshall
lage that was the place of my birth gives
we had no report.
* 37,732 00
Swain's teams at the Fall», hauling pulp the regular meeting, Dec. 30, as follows
me the greatest happiness and pride. but their average flight is ouly at the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sturtevant gave
KKsouacKs.
of the dear, New England rate of about thirty-four miles an hour.
wood from Virginia to the paper mill.
PreMdent— Mre. leauor Small.
their wedding reception in the vestry The teachings
Due from State, wild land
Vice President—Mr*. Margaret Ileal·!.
Thurston bas swapped his pair
Henry
people, of the Sunday School teacher,
Use·
Jan. let.
« 3,567 06
anil Librarian—Mr·. Rowtta Ryer
evening,
Friday
Secretary
have
of
A Typical Duel.
gray horses for another pair.
973 te
Unpaid county taxe·
■on.
We learn that a matron has been se- and of the family, although we may
Caab ln treasury Dec. 31, la08,
4.421 19
Treasurer— Mr* Winifred McLaughlin.
A typical duel is that reported from
for the dormitory, and the house often departed from them, frequently
cured
East Browntield.
9 s,961 63
and
like
a
us
flash
before
panorama
Mr. Mark Elliott of Rumford is ii will be open for students
the towu of Minsk, in Uussla. Two old
Monday. The
Mr. G. M. Sanborn, who was port- town
LlahtUUe· In excess of resource·,
| iO.TsO 37
buying cattle. He stayed at Mr boys' dormitory is well fitted up with bring uk back to the paths of right. It friends, lawyers, had been to the theamaster at East Browntield, died very Freeman Farrar's while here.
was public opinion, moral sentiment that
ter together.
everything to make it attractive and
Notwithstanding the fact that the suddenly on the twenty-eighth of DecemComing out, one accientertainment
The
and Christmai home-like, and some of the boys are al- taught us things, and we boys who learncourt and other coats have been
knocked off the other's hat
dentally
larger ber. The funeial services were held at trees at the Universalist church
in
them
have
never
ed
them,
forgotten
than usual and that the expense of the
provec ready there.
lie apologized, but the other, very anhis late residence. The interment was
in the West."
successful and enjoyable. Th<
Ε. M. Glover is hauling out a large our wanderings
very
new steel cells in the jail has affected
in the family lot at Denmark. Mr. San- house was well filled and both trees anr
gry, called him names. The result was
of
wood. Four
two-horse
the past year's finances, the standing
quautity
born leaves a wife, an aged mother and a
a duel in which one was killed.
Neilarge table were loaded with gifts teams go in the woods each day.
of the county is improved about a thouMrs. Hannah Buker was burned to
several brothers and sisters, all of whom Mrs.
Packard superintended al
George
sand dollars as compared with one year
death Dec. 25th in her home on Oak ther had shot a pistol before.
have the heartfelt sympathy of many
Dlckvale.
arrangements; Mrs. McLaughlin took nc
ago, the net indebtedness being#28,780.37 friends.
Street, Gardiner, it is supposed from the
little pains in training the children in
To Count a Million,
λs against $2V,tH&.70 at the
Mrs. Geo. V. Child who fell and broke explosion of a lamp. Mrs. Buker was
beginning of
The Univejsalist circle met with Mrs. little
songs and recitations; Mrs. Newel! her
the year. With normal expenses the
It takes S days, 3 hours aud 20 minDec. 24 is as comfortable as can the widow of Wylie Buker, and was aged
leg
James Hill of this village, last Wednesarranged music by the choir which wai be expected. It seems doubly sad as it 70 years.
utes to count 1.000,000 If you count 200
coming year should see the county debt day.
very good aud well received. Program was
considerably decreased.
one year ago last March that
a minute for teu hours a day.
only
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney and daughter was
very interesting, a few special feat- she fell and broke one
leg, now she has Westbound In a Tourist Sleeper.
Isabel are at home after spending a few ures were: Recitation with
Christmas Hoiue Party.
song, ar- broken the other.
in Massachusetts.
IVamliifl; the Babj.
days
Mrs.
Newell
and
Anyone comtemplating a trip to
ranged by
A delightful Christmas house party
given by
Will Child ie at work for John Putnam
A great temperance lesson may bo three
The Egyptians have an odd way of
Chicago, any point in the West, Caliwas given by Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Cotton
girls, Elva Hazelton, Gladys this winter with his horses.
learned from wiintsaing*"Ten Nights in Voting, Eula
fornia or the Pacific Coast, are offered choosing a iiaby's name.
They light
Newell; a song, "Sing,
at their home. Sunny Side, Windsor,
Ice cutting is the principal business
a
Bar Koom," which
was
given at Children of Bethlehem," by Alton with most
exceptional inducements and advantages tli.'ee caudles, giving a name to each,
Vt. The veranda was surrounded with
of the farmers here.
Browntield last Thursday night.
by the Grand Trunk Railway System. but always caH one after some deified
liorne, a little fellow but seven years old.
evergreen trees from eight to twelve feet
Mr. Churchill, who is
logging on
Pullman tourist sleeping cars or exalted
It was delightful to hear him. Mrs.
tall. Over the door which was banked
Black Mountain for J. C. Wyman, is put- Through
person. The baby is called
Denmark.
leave Montreal Mondays and Wedneswith evergreen were the words in gilt
McLaughlin, by speoial request, read ting on more teams.
by the name borne by the caudle which
Mr. Dudley S. Perkins still remains Sir Edwin Arnold's
10:30
p. m., running through to
at
days
poem, "The Nativiletter*, Christmas Greeting. As you
Business
at
Mountain
is
nearbur us lougest.
Speckled
bat gaining a little.
Chicago without change, arriving there
ty." The march for children and the
entered the mansion the halls and rooms quite fttek,
The following officers in
Denmark arrival of two of Santa Claus' assistants ly at a standstill.
at 8:55 p. m., the following evening.
were profusely decorated with
palms, Lodge, No. 50, I. Ο. O. F., have been were
Centenarian·.
Lowest rate» with nominal charge for
pretty features and closed a pleasevergreens and rosea.
North Buckfield.
elected:
car.
Illustrated descriptive
Strange to relate, more people live to
ing evening's entertainment.
sleeping
Following the Christmas dinner waa
Holman Monk returned to the U. of matter and full information on applica- be centenariaus lu warm countries than
Harry S. Thomas X. Q.
Standard oil team made its regular
music, both vocal and instrumental, and
I'eriey Bradbury—V. G.
M., Jan. 1, 1904.
tion to J. Quinlan, District Passenger in cold ones.
trip this week, Deo. 30, on wheels.
Mtmoer H. Stntta— R S.
readings of a high order by the Misses
R.
N. Stetson and Frank Moody were
Geo L. Wutwonfc— r. i.
Agent, Montreal, P. Q.
Olaen and Cotton, which called forth
at B. F. Heald's Jan. 1, 1004.
Nelson 8. Thome*—Treatimr.
Wreath of Bone·.
hearty applause. They were prettily
Norway Lake.
Wm. Cumminge has moved into the
In Silver Kebekah Lodge, No. 19, the
A Card.
gowned in white and are both graduates
On a grave in an Euglish cemetery
Ethel Kilgore, who has been away George Heald rent for the winter.
of Emerson College. Uuests from out following offioera have been elected:
is a wreath which to a casual observer
from home for two years going to school,
The remains of Mr. Loren Newell, an West Paris, Mb., Dec. 30,1903.
of town were, Miss Ella Margaret Olaen,
Mr». Kiutaa Smlth-N. G.
is at her father's, A. D. Kilgore's, for Old Town Indian, who died here a few
We, the undersigned, desire to express appears to be a coral, but which In reMrs. Gedhria Alexander—V. G.
preceptress of the ladies' college at
to
all
and
friends
our
neighbors
the winter.
gratitude
Μη». AJUte Wsntworth-K. S.
days ago, were taken to Denmark for
ality is nothing less thau human bone.
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Or. A. W. Doublewho have sympathized with us in the
Mr* Ella AUee-F. S.
Dr. E. J. Noyes of Lovell was at J. burial.
The bones, it is said, were collected
day, and A. 11. 11. Cotton, Superintend- Mr*. Hatlie Joo··—Treasurer.
The
kindnessloss
our
ion
of
L. Partridge'· Tuesday.
The creamery men are potting in their
Timothy.
ent at B. Sommer·', Boston, Mass., Mr.
during his travels by tMe deceased, who
About fifteen couple· attended the New
Mrs. Osgood Perry is still quite ill, but ice this week. William Cummings and es shown are deeply appreciated.
W. K. Newell ai.d wife of Ascntney ville, Year'· ball at Odd Fellows' Hall ThursWilliam F. Willis,
dexterously carved them with a penis gaining slowly.
his boys are doing the aawing.
Vt, W. C. Howard and wife of Plain- day night and danced the old year out
knife and made the wreath which now
M. Ahnw Willis,
Lot· of lumber and green apple team·
Colby Frost of Harrison was at David
Ν.
H.
held,
and new year in.
1
Lauka Willi·.
adorns his grava.
Flood's recently.
are
In our street· the··
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BARGAINS IN UMPS.

DAME8 AND DAUGHTERS.

John'· Letter.

Mrs. »'hebe A. Hearst linn presented
free library to the city of Anaconda.
the people
Mont., on the condition that
maintain it.
at
The octogenarian record breaker
Mcinlire
Elizabeth
Mm.
is
quilt piecing
master
of Wliite Rock, Pu., wlioee
work contains 1,775 pieces.
obMile. De Flaudre, who has Just
tained the degree of doctor of science
Parle,
from the facility of science of
will) honorable mention, Is the fourth
Frenchwoman who has ever obtained

η

Parlor Vase Lamp, Handsome Decorated Shade, at
50c. on the dollar. Former

prices $3 to $7,
to $3.50.

this honor.

has
Mrs. "Jack" Gardner of Boston
valuable
consignment
a
received
just
of art treasures for her palace, among
them an old ltoman altar of the second
an old concentury and two gates from
vent in Milan.

Call

family

Mrs. Joseph C. Blocb of Louisville,
valuable
Ky., recently lost α number of
diamond rings und could not And them
Finally she looked into
in the house.
disthe ash barrel in the back yard and
ash
covered them there just before the

MAINS.

PARIS,

■a

OUR USUAL CLEARING UP SALE
WILL COMMENCE JAN. 5TH.
HERE IS A CHANCE TO MAKE
A FEW DOLLARS GO A LONG
WAY IN KEEPING YOU WARM.

to take the ashes away.
Miss Jennie Phillips, a young woman
who lives on the line of the Trenton
and
trolley between Lawreneeville
Princeton, manages a 750 acre farm,
field
dons bloomers and works In the
has
with her hired help. Miss Phillips
her
managed this farm ever since
She In
father died, seven years ago.
making the farm produce more monej
man came

Overcoats
Overcoats

$10
$12
$ 4
$ 3

$ 7.25

....

8.50
Children's Reefers 2.98
Children's Reefers 1.98
19.00
$22.50 Fur Coat
1; Lot Men's Rtibbersi|55c.

than ever before.

SPORTING NOTES.
The dead Hal Pointer, 2:0% should
have a monument.
Harold II., 2:04, will not be in Ed

Geers' stable in 1004.
Uncle Davy Cahlll

Square,

BROKEN LOT SALE !

woman, she takes a keen inter-

in'fxdHics.

est

good.

Bolster & Co.

Mark.et

30

the Vermont woman.
beMrs. Reed Snioot, wife of Utah's
SOUTH
sieged senator, is au attractive, youthwith
ful looking woman, much pleased
her lot. She has known her husband
&
since his boyhood. Though α devoted

$1.50

now

while the assortment is

Dayton

N.

Mrs. June Keys of Coventry, Vt,
who celebrated her hundredth birthday
memrecently, is the oldest W. C. T. U.
one
ber in that state, and there is only
as
other member in the country as old

early

·

....

.

intends to

race

Charley Η err, 2:07, again next year.

The recent defeat of Dan M c Lend by
thai
Tom Jenkins showed conclusively
in
the latter is the greatest wrestler

F. PLUMMER,

J.

America.

The Chicago National league base
ball club has formally released Pitciiei
Currie, Outfielder Harley and Catcher

FumLsher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

31 Market

Telephone 106-3.

Ratib to the Toronto club.
Secretary Bernard of the Cleveland
Americans announces that the Clevenext
land club will make no attempt
tit home.
season to play Sunday games
Outllelder William Dunleavy lias no
titled Manager Cantiilon of the Milwau
that
kee American league baseball team
he will [day with a Pacilic Coast leagiu

Furnishing House!

Ladies'

team next season.

George Dixon, the ex-featherweight
Bow
champion, is mulched to meet Joe
it
ker, the LugHsb hautain champion,
Nation
a twenty round bout before the
al Sporting club. London.

reply

southern

a

Prices.

Reduced

Now it is Marvin Hart who hasdrawi
After his battle witl
ου lor line.
issu
Kid Carter in Boston Joe Walcott
ed a challenge to Hart. All Hurt would
rhat 1 au
was, "Tell Mr. Walcott

the

Suits, Coats, Furs, Outing Un-

gentleman."

Waists.

derwear and

GOWN GOSSIP.

Every one of these are bargains. Our 19 and 38 cent
looking over. Come in and see us before bnying and get

The newest tiling is the scarf veil or
worth
cbitt'ou. uiatelling, or at any rate blending. with tlie color of the gown.
At the present;- althougli full skirts
nre in vogue, fashion demands that tht1
figure below the waist be made as

slender as

possible.

Military coats

are

Market

Increasing in fa-

and some models are almost exactly like the fatigue jackets worn by
American army officers.
Short coats are predicted by the
keenest observers of fashion. There is

Square,

We

doubt thai the general trend toward
!Ν.ΊΟ styles would logically bring in the
short Kto'i with lull sleeves and loose
no

have

:

hack.

Fleeced

Braids, wide and narrow, are impor
just now, as they are used to a
great extent, especially on tailored
taut

It raid effects, carried out in
gowns.
velvet ribbon or embroidery strips, an·
used 011 mote elaborate gowns.

HOWE,

MRS. E. A.
MARKET

-,

ALL PRICES.

SEE OUR LINE.

York l'ost.

anrl

Underwear.

Muslin

The separate waist having fallen
somewhat into disfavor, it is a comf »rt
to learn that the separate coat is verj
much the thing, which is to say that
it is entirely admissible to wear a hall
or three-quarter coat In dark material
with any sort of a dress skirt,—New

:

:

full line of

a

:

:

:

prices.

South Paris.

...

now

ire

CO.,

L. M. LUNT &

vor.

tables
our

SOUTH PARIS.

SQUARE,

CROWN POINTS.

Miss Libby of Norway, will open the COTTAGE STUDIO, Jan. 1, with a splendid free offer
of an Oxford Panel or the Paris Portrait with
every dozen of $3.00 Cabinets.

King Carlos of Portugal is an expen
billiard player and spends most of his
evenings at\the billiard table.

The shah of Persia has a pet cal
li
which he designates Tabr Khan,
follows him about everywhere, ami
any one found guilty of treating this
magnificent Angora with disrespect Is

severeiy punished.
One of the accoiuplisbmeiits of 1'rine*.
George of Greece is spear throwing
which was taught him by a Ited Indian. Prince George, it may be reuiem
bered, saved ihe present czar from the
attack of a would be assassin in Japan.
The crown prince of China will com»

large

to tbe United States next summer and
will witness the annual Yale-IIarvaru
boat race under the escort of Woujj
Kal Kali, a Yale graduate who it
Chinese commissioner to the St. Louis

samples

We shall have some fine
photos on exhibition.

of these

Cold Weather Clothing

exposition.

CHURCH AND CLERGY.

for

men

and

boys. Clothing

to

keep

one

This store is full of the latest and best.

Chancellor I). \V. C. Huntington ot
Nebraska Wesleyau university Is said
to have dedicated a church for every
year of bis life.

warm.

Plenty

of

dog«kin, Russian calfskin, wombat,
etc., from $13 to $23. Canvas and woolen coat·
lined with heavy lambskin, wide ulster collar, $3 to
$5·. Pontiac frocks and shirts for $3.25. Sweaters
all weights, grades and colors. For men $(.50 to
$5. For boys 50c. to $2. Caps for men and boys
fur coats in

The Rev. Archibald McLaurin, pas
tor of the Central Baptist church. At
lantic Highlands, is
the champiot
wrestler of his town, as he was at Col

gate university.'

25c. and upwards. Fur caps of^laska seal $3.50.
Mufflers 25c. to $1.50. Gloves and mittens for
AU grades and kinds 25c. to $3.25.
men and boys.

A Statistician estimated that abou
twelve new places of worship are com
pleted each day In the year In tin
United States.
The average cost h
$7,U00, or an aggregate of from $85,00'
to $103,000 dally for church buildings.
The largest diocese in the world i:
that of Bishop Warren of the Metlio
dist Episcopal church. It extends fron
the Afghanistan border and the Mima
layas, through and Including India
Burma, tbe .Malay peninsula, Borneo
and tbe Philippines.

Fur

gloves.

FOSTER,

B.

H.

NORWAY,

MAINE.

LAW POINTS.
One who holds himself out as a part
ner, 011 the faith of which others trus
or enter into a contract with the firm
is responsible, although not a partner
(21 Pa. Sup. Ct., 474.)

Where a creditor on a book accoun
accepts notes to tbe amount of th<
account there is 110 presumption tlia
they were taken in payment of such ac
count, but it will be presumed tha
they were taken as collateral security
for same. (54 Atl. Rep., 344.)
Failure of a holder of a bank checl
given in payment of goods to promptly
present the same to tbe bank is do de
ternie to 1111 action for tbe price of tb<
merchandise on the dishonor of tin
check In the absence of proof that tin
buyer bas been prejudiced by nonpre
■entmeut in time. (93 N. W., 008.)

Κ

OUR STORE IS FULL OF

ALL KINDS OF FOOTWEAR.
«

ever

Our

a

before.

full line of

irunks, Bags and Suit Cases.
You

1

larger and more complete than
prices are always right. We also carry

Our stock is

can

find useful

gifts here.

Yours

truly,

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
NORWAY,

] ε. Ν. SWETT,

MAINE.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Manager.

Telephone 113-8. Resldenoe

I

113-18.

J

The

ttrford
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NORWAY.

Hebron Sanatorium to be Started.
ASSOCIATION WILL

TRY

TO

RAISK TEN

at
the THOUSAND DOI.LAK3 FOR THAT Pl'RrOSE.
Next Sunday the subject
Universalist church will be "The Ca-

lamity

ovucs.

7 SO AH. to 7 30 P.

9UID

Ther* will bo no (IixhI Cheer meeting
I this week on account of the death of
I Mr. Shaw.

at

Chicago."

Char lee P. Dennison of Boston made a
short visit to the family of hie brother,
I H. W. Dennison, Friday.

M

WAILWAT.

CHUKCHF.9.

S^^rs-»8rW{.^^-vSÇ
v^ullf^kïy

Ε. Meeting Friday evening
ÎwbSEy'*1# ^MMwîfng^Tueed.î

A meeting of the Maine State Sanatorium Association was held at the
Lafayette Hotel in Portland Wednesday
and action was taken which may result
in the actual inauguration of work on
this home for consumptives. It was
decided that $10,000 should be raised for
the erection aiid furnishing of a tem- Preach
of the
porary building on the property
estate near Hebron, where 820 acres are

For a bad taete in the mouth take :
Norway Home for Aged Women.
CURES CATARRH.
few dosee of Chamberlain's Stomach anc
was established in Septem25 cents. War
Price
Tablets.
Liver
ber, 1003,in Norway, ns an Oxford Coun- ranted to cure. For sale
by Shurtleff Λ Ήυομκι tiie Most Wondebful Cuke |
ty institution and has been duly incorParis ; Stevens, Oxford; Noyei
porated under the laws of the State of Co., South
fob Catabbh Eveb Discovebed,"
Maine. The shares owned by Mrs. John Drugstore, Norway.
Say F. A. Shubtleff <4 Co.
L. Home until recently have been purThe Keeley Institute in Portland, Me.,
Do not try to cure catarrh by taking I
chased by the individual owners and on
Munjoy Hill, is successfully curing drugs into the stomach; it cannot be
deeded to the corporation so that now drunkards and
drug users.
cured in that manner. The only way in I
the Home is free from all incumbrance,
This Home

limita»

ΑηβΛ

BLUE STORE8.
|====
=|
COMFORT AND HEALTH

Demand Warm Clothes
In Cold Weather.

InnftSlv
Church. Rev. Caroline.Ε
which this too common disease can be
and promises to be a success and honor
ADAMSO.H'S BOTANIC BALSAM
her
F.
has
closed
cured is through a direct application
Mrs. Oscar
Bowker
seven inhas
It
the
already
to
county.
PARIS
TKiISt LKAVT. SOUTH
la comuouixte·! of one of the licet concentrated that will kill the bacilli of catarrh and
home here and gone to Portland to
mates, with a kind ai\d efficient matron extracts of barks, roots and gums In the world.
t.oln* U'Wii te.i-»l —5 ^ a. M., vually, Sunday· I spend the winter with Mr. Bowker.
it to its present Λ safe *ml reliable meillclnt, pleasant to the prevent their growth.
tills
which
»««
in
A
.30
charge,
M
P.
4
*0
a.
ί»
30
>unday
only
Included!.
k.,
nçeerviçe.10
p. M.,
taste, and cures coughs, colds, asthma, and all
Hyomei is the only known method of
ti UU ft". M.
capacity.
throat and lung troubles. Used by people of treatment that
Judge Wilson has been confined to the
8:4;
3:3» P.
accomplishes this. It is
There is room both in the buildings reflnement for So years.
Going up (West) 10λ*> A. *..
with
an attack of
house
several
I
days
You can afford to wear one of our new WINTER SUITS at
f.
the simplest, most pleasant, and the
(dally, Sundays Included.·. Sunday only
and surroundings to make enlargements
I serious illness, ami has not yet begun to owned.
948 a.m.
cure for catarrh that has
absolute
,
ar·
only
funds
we
have
Children
Plclcly.
whenever
and
additions
Many
to buy now than to take chances with the cold
I improve.
CHUKCHKS.
these prices. It's
The meeting of the trustees was first
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children, ever been discovered.
to do so, and thereby accommodate
Kev. W. κ
of the officers, Hon.
M re* Congregational Church.
used bv Mother Gray, a nurse In Children's
Thousands of unsolicited testimonials
Club which held and at this six
the
The
of
Seneca
MKKT1NO».
BTATfcl»
Several
than
at
10:*i
more
meeting
services,
present.
weather.
Preaching
many
Itrooks. l>. !>., pastor.
Home. New York, Break up Colds In 24 hours, have been received from the most promPettengill of Kuroford Falls,
Y I was to have been held this Monday even- Waldo
α. μ. and 7 Ου r. v., Sunday School 1ν a a
M
Keeular eieetli'C«f Oxford l odge, have been refused admission because of cure Feverlshnees, Headache S'omach Tronb'es,
W. Kicker of South Poland,
worth
I*. S. C. K. at « p. a. ; Church prayer meeting οι I ing will be postponed on account of the Hiram
At inent men and women in the country
Your
too, is a
Disorders. and Destroy Worms.
ίη
Masonic
Teething
lack
of
room.
No
H.
Chas. H. Pay son of Portland, Dr. S.
T u·*·lay evening at 7 5o o'clock- AU, not other
all drugglst8,25c. Sample mailed FRKK. Ad· who have been cured by this remarkable
I week of prayer.
charis
to
be
Home
This
by
supported
of
wise connected, are cordially Invited.
Weeks of Portland, Dr. F. C. Thayer
dress, Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
Warm
remedy. Ministers, bankers, lawyers, □ood Winter
Methodist Church, Rev. A.W. Pottle, Pastor
»*
ity and the management have two plans
The Uni versa lists of South Paris are Waterville aud Bishop Robert C'odnian before full moon.
even eminent
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for individuals to give
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More
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giving,
services
Dangerous
Others
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union
nothing
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45
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χ ; preaching service 10
join
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Wednesday
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strong
The Foot-Ease Sanitary
outright what they feel disposed
Than Cutting, Corns.
12
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Norway, which begin Tuesday evening ent were Dr. Josiah Dunham of Hebron, full moon.
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to
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them,
powers
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Something
7
cure
this
Plasters
in
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Fur
Corn
prayer
and
_RcKular meeting the time,
by absorption.
-vcnln* prayer meeting
way subject
I in the Universalist church at 7:30.
Dr. A. G. Young of Augusta, Dr. Estes
do
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The complete Hyomei outfit costs but
Tuesday evening; class meeting. Friday evening
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selves to other calls as circumstances de- entirely new The sanitary oils25c. orvapor*
alf. every
$10 to $45.
Nichols of Boston, Mrs. Weeks and Miss
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medal
second
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to
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and
Saturday
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mand,
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amount.
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fora
certain
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Roy,
Uith School Κ
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ULSTERS, REEFERS, LAMB SKIN COATS, UNDERWEAR.
weeks. This will effect a cure in ordiFriday of each sirous of starting an endowment fund
I at 7:30 ι\ u. Music by the Young Pew- Portland.
ρ raver meeting Tuesday evening.
Dr. Weeks as chairman of the building
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Read This!

MEATS of all

kinds at reasonable prices.

morning-1

WA

lW4oj,

pound.
pound,

Sausage,
pork

pound,

Stimson &

Penley,

Now that the Christmas rush is over we find many
broken lots and odd sizes of our regular winter goods.

Coats, Suits, Furs, Waists, Pressing

we have decided to close out if
among the mark-downs. These
Liberal Price Cutting will do it. You can save money, for these arc
sale goods. Come
our regular first-class goods at the price of cheap
in and 1* )k over our line. Glad to show goods even if you do not buy.
are

Here

few of the leaders.

are a

DressingSacques

$6.98,

good

heavy

$2.50—$2.98,

good

Waist^u

regular price

regular price $3.50,

BELLS !

Night Gowns

Capes

Outing,

Corsets

BELLS !

Hosiery

Fur Neckwear

regular

Underwear

grade,

styles

$6.50
$8.75,
Coney,
j regular price $3.98,
good length,

This sale lasts until the goods are sold. Come
early and you will find many bargains.

gook

buys

$1.50 buys

ρ-ice
$4.98

98c,

BELLS !

THE CENTfR OF THE WORLD $I.*IO

Remnants

Gray,

9S

$4
good style,
$2.95

$3.98,

styles.

buy

Silk Waists

$5.98,

jacket,

Ladies' and
Misses' Coats

regular price

$2.98,

buys

$4.50

$3.49

price $5.00,

prices
98c.

styles,

regular

hips

$1.98

Shirt

J

Suits

Dress Skirts

87

light

φ*

Sacques

plated.
body

Norway,

Norway,

Maine.

Maine.

James N. Favor,
Proprietor

Main St.,

Store,

Norway.

From Old Kentucky.
Cough

proved

popular

stopped

IconstltuUonal

treasury.

\

her,

ft.

F. A.

E.

Strout,

they

again

pound,

SHURTLEFF & CO.,

SALESMEN WANTED Si'SLISS

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

&
The Ctnervat«ry

OorrwponOenoe on toploa of Interest to the hullo
Uaoioltod. AddreM : Editor Ηομβοκμ·'
column, Oxford Democrat, Pari·. Mala·

Expa*d<».'

The New England Conservatory of
\Iusio is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since It was founded in 1853 by Dr.
Eben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the depart-1
ment of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few lvers A Pond pianos
Since theu, as the conwere purchased.
servatory has expanded, there have
gradually -been acquired 268 lvers Λ
Pond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional lvers Λ Pond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

[

From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue 1I
of July », 1902.

W

J.

WHEELER, Agent,
County,

South Paris, Oxford

KO

Me.

YEARS'

Patents
I nOUl mnnn·

DESIGNS

about 16 years of age
an

to learn the shoe busi-

positions

Good

ness.

open to

are

capable boys.
Apply at once to

smart,

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,
Mechanic Falls, Me.

i. WALDO

NASH,

Taxidermist,

i.icensed

MASONIC BLOCK,

NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

W. H. Winchester,

J

WeaR
Hearts

ironing

into.

Will call for and
class manner.
deliver clothes in South Paris.

Special

Supplies.

that grow
The
Are well worth going

IN. H.

Catalogues sent on application.

thing

until Jan. 1, 190Ô.
The only condition
attaching to this proposition is that all
tu

Address

or

shall be

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT.

My

^.Atul

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

—

Carpets

Wool
to close out odd

Oculist,

Wednesday, Jan. 13th, 9

patterns

Chas. F. Ridlon,

If In want of any kln<l of Flnleh for InaMe or
Ptne Lum
nutalde work, tend In your order»
ber and Shingled on hand Cheap for Caah.

Planing, Sawing

and Job Work.
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No. 398.—A Famous English Building: Buckingham palace.
No. 399.—Enigma: Tone, ton, on»·,
stone.

No. 400.—Won! Square: 1. Disk. 2.
iron. 3. Solo. 4. Knob.
No. 401.-- Numerical Omissions: Pep-

pergrass.
No. 402.--Anns We Know : Antipode.
Annexed. Anticipation. Annually. An
a lysis.
Anaconda.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
faile to cure.
E. W. Grove's signature
on each box.
25c.

SOUTH PARIS.

Eastern Steamship Company.

POBTLAXD DIVISION.
Mrs. Bixter—"The fact is, John BixReduced Kate. Fare $1.00, Portland ter, you don't appreciate me; that's the
Matched Hard Wood Floor Board· for sale.
to Boston. Staterooms $1.00 to $1.50. trouble. My first husband thought himI). W.
Steamers leave Franklin wharf, Port- self a lucky man." Mr. Bixter—"I
supMaine. land, and India wharf, Boston, daily ex- pose he was—when he died."
Vmi Sumner
cept Sunday at 7 P. M.
IN A
Freight always as low as other lioee.
All freight via the steamers of this Com
Everything is in the name when it
pany is insured against Fire and Marine comes to Witch Hazel Salve. E. C.
DeWitt & Co. of Chicago discovered
Risk.
years ago how to make a salve
20 horses, two-seatet' carriages,
Franklin some
T. F. Liscomb,
from Witch Hazel that is a specific for
10 top buggies, 4 surries, 4
Wharf, Portland, Me.
Piles. For blind, bleeding, itching and
carriages (open), 1 nice three seated
Calvin Austin, V. P. & Gen'l. protruding Piles, eczema, cuts, burns,
bruises and all skin diseases DeWitt's
wagon, harness, whips, robes, etc. Manager.
busiWill lease stable to run
A. H. Hanscom, G. P. & T. A. Salve has no equal. This has given rise
to numerous worthless
counterfeits.
This is a nice, clean livery
ness.
General offices Foster's Wharf, Ask for DeWitt's—the
genuine. Sold by
No Boston, Mass.
stock and excellent opening.
P. A. Shurtleff & Co.
competition. Will sell on easy terms.

CHAMDLER,

>

Α

2.

L. M. TUFTS,

Nichols St..

3.
Η Ο Κ Τ Κ ICI S I

Agent,

bicycle

livery

May

3, 1903.

F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.

tlonie Telephone Call. 105-S.
Andrew· Houm Stable Call. 108-U.

1 have several

DECORATE,
Inch

a

Team Horses.

horses for sale.

Black Stallion,

"Every

Heavy

King."

been

worked

pairs

of

large

work

the

Dare

hauling logs. Also two or three
pairs of fresh horses just received,
also several good driving horses.

W.J Wheeler,

Jewel,

W. J
South Paris,

Wheeler,

JOB PRINTING.
Maine

AlMMi & Farfctt, ton* Farta.

/

quarreled."
"My dear child," Mrs. Bradtbwaite
said, holding her daughter against her

figures

HEW A It Κ

OK

NERVOUS

What a dear tender-hearted girl you are!
Poor old Jim! Did he calk himself?"
her
"No," the girl replied, drying was
tears and trying to be brave, "it
not that. Jim is such a steady, careful
horse. When he is started upon a counfor miles and
try road he will jog along
miles without having to be guided or
held in check."
"Ah, tbe dear old thing."
"And to-day—to-day Archibald—perbape I shonld still say Mr. Wadding-

ton—"
"Anastaeia!" cried Mrs. Honoria Calpurnia Bradthwaite,· pushing her daugh-

ter away, and looking questioningly at
her, "I am waiting for the truth—the
whole truth. Do not keep me in suspense.
Poor dear old Jim was jogging along
without any guidance, and Archibald—
I should still say Mr. Wadding-

perhaps

ton—go on! Tell me all!"
"Mr. Waddington told me he was not
satisfied with dear old Jim. He is go—
he
going to trade him off or sell him,
more spirit."
says, and get a horse with
For a moment they looked into each
other's eyes. Then Anastaeia buried
her sweet, ead face in her mother's
bosom and they decided by a unanimous
vote that if indications counted for anything it was all off.
Clever

BREAKDOWN.

Harvey.

A woman who does not sleep soundly KNEW HOW TO CONVINCE HIS EMPLOYis in danger of a nervous breakdown. A
EE THAT HE WAS INDISPENSABLE.
woman who finds herself weakening in
This rest
nerve strength must rest.
These are the things that happened
must be systematic, not spasmodic. She
must break up the accustomed routine over the telephone for three successive
of her work, though she need not give days and the druggist felt hie hair turnup all work. She must do all things ing gray.
"Hello! Is Ilarvey there?"
moderately. She must rise late and re"No, Harvey's not with me any more.
tire early.
What can I do for you?"
»μλ.
ru» A itttr.Aoi
"Nothing. I always get my cigars of
A shiny or greasy skin can be benefited him, and I don't know the braud," and
by dabbing with a sponge dipped in eau the "customer" would ring off.
de cologne, instead of using much soap
"Please call Harvey to the 'phone," a
and water. Being such a skin astringent, little later. "Not there? He's the only
it is excellent for preventing acne.
pharmacist I know of who can put up a
tonic that really does me good. I'll call
TO KEEP YOUB HANDS SOFT.
him up later."
and
strained
of
glycerine
Equal parts
"Say," before the druggist could get
lemon juice will make your hands beauthrough saying things, "will you kindly
a little is rubbed
soft
if
and
white
tifully
tell Harvey to put me up a quart of those
in two or three times a day after washspring bitters he always makes for Jacking. Leave it on ten minutes or a quar- son? Send it C. O. D. I'm awful busy."
ter of an hour, then wash your hands
"Harvey's left. What were the bitquickly in lukewarm water, using a good ters?"
If your
soap, "and thoroughly dry.
"now do I know? Harvey knows.
hands are inclined to be moist, rub in a Have him call me
up when he comes in."
after
lemon
drying.
juice
very little
After 10 minutes: "Is this Harvey? 0,
I want Harvey. Have him prepare a
TONIC VALUE OF APPLES.
of that horse liniment. I am just
Everybody knows the tonic value of gallon
to work out my trotters. Get
apples upon the system. Of all our beginning
it up here this afternoon. Not there?
ordinary fruits, apples, if eaten regular- Where
can I reach him? Ile makes the
Inly, are most generally beneficial.
stuff from a recipe of his own. Gone?
deed, an old adage says: "An apple a Too
bad,! Guess I'll advertise for him.
And
(lay drives the doctor away."
Can't do'business without that liniment."
for
his
or
woman
noted
a
man
or
many
When it came to where the druggist
her good health ascribes it to the plenticouldn't sleep, and he thought he was
ful eating of apples.
losing about $400 a day in trade, he sent
FOR A NEURALGIC HEADACHE.
for Harvey, apologized for having disA neuralgic headache is most frequent- pensed with his services, took him back
ly felt across the forehead, and some- and increased his wages 50 per cent.
times at the back of the head, and gen- Then Harvey went the rounds and set up
erally arises from cold caught in a bad the cigars to the true friends who had
tooth, which affects the nerves on that "plugged" for him over the telephone.
side of the face. Relief may be obtained The druggist sleeps well, and Harvey's
by placing a mustard leaf for twenty champions send in an occasional order
minutes on the nape of the neck, or by just to allay suspicion.

the temple.
WANTED.
A piece of brown paper soaked in vineWe would like to ask through the
gar and sprinkled thickly with pepper
and laid over the painful spot is a home- columns of your paper, if there is any
person who has used Green'e August
ly but sometimes effective remedy.
the side of the eye just

FOR

STOUT

over

FOLK.

People

of middle age who are inclined
to become too stout, and are troubled
with feeble digestive powers, should
avoid potatoes, spirits, sweets, and food
rich in fats or oils. They should also
take toast in place of plain bread.
RED FACE.

If one's face is too red be careful of
the diet. Take no hot drinks, but cooling ones. Don't wash the face with
cold water, nor when you feel Hushed.
Lukewarm water is better. When going
out in the sun, wear a thin veil. Hot
foot-baths are also said to help in a case
of this kind.
FOR NEURALGIA

IN THE FACE.

Flower for the cure of Indigestion, Dyspepsia, and Liver Troubles that has not
been cured—and we also mean their
results, such as sour stomach, fermentation of food, habitual costivenese, nervous
dyspepsia, headaches, despondent feelings, sleeplessness—in fact, any trouble
connected with the stomach or liver?
This medicine has been sold for many
years in all civilized countries, and we
wish to correspond with you and send
you one of our books free of cost. If
you never tried August Flower, try a 25
cent bottle first. We have never known
of its failing.
If so, something more
serious is the matter with you. The 25
cent size has just been introduced this
cents. F. A.
year. Regular size 75
Shurtleff & Co.
(». G. Gheen, Woodbuky, N. J.

English.

Mine. Loubet In her reception to
P. to
Queen Helena is said by M. A.
have displayed the most admirable

A

SIMPLE

HOME

REMEDY.

CURED

AFTER

SUFFERING

10

YEARS.
Boracic acid is a simple home remedy.
Mixed with vaseline, it forms one of the
B. F. Hare, Supt. Miami Cycle
&
cheapest and safest ointments for cute Mfg. Co., Middletown, O., suffered for
and bruises. Boracic acid dusted into ten years with dyspepsia.
He spent
the sleeves of dresses which have been hundreds of dollars for medicine and
worn when exercising removes all dis- with doctors without receiving any peragreeable traces of perspiration. Hand- manent benefit. He says, "One night
kerchiefs, which have been used when while feeling exceptionally bad I was
colds and influenza are prevalent, should about to throw down the evening paper
be sprinkled with boracic acid powder, when I saw an item in the paper regardor, better still, should be steeped in a ing the merits of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.
strong eolution of it and water before I concluded to try it and while I had no
faith in it I felt better after the second
being sent to the wash.
dose. After ueing two bottles I am
HAIR TONIC OR WASH.
stronger and better than I have been in
A good hair tonic is made as follows: years, and I recommend Kodol DysBay rum, 4 ounces; rain water, 4 ounces; pepsia Cure to my friends and acquaintquinine, 2C grains. This is one of the ances suffering from Stomach trouble."
best hair tonics and restoratives for Sold by F. A. Shurtîeff & Co.
general daily use known. It promotes
An easy recipe for getting richand
the hair soft

vigorous growth,

keeps

and glossy. If the hair is very light,
falls out and breaks, the quinine wash
should be applied every night before re-

tiring.

GIVING

MEDICINE.

double your income, and halve your

ex-

peneee.

JUST ONE MINUTE.
One Minute Cough Cure gives relief in
one minute, because it kills the microbe
which tickles the mucous membrane,
causing the cou^h and at the same time
clears the phlegm, draws out the inflammation and heals and soothes the affected parts. One Minute Cough
Cure
strengthene the lungs, wards off pneumonia, and is a harmless and never-failing cure in all curable cases of Coughs,
Colds and Croup. One Minute Cough
Cure is pleasant to take, harmlese and
good alike for young and old. Sold by
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

NAMË?

I

i

Kidney·. Tb«More"L.P."
Sick····

tb· L···

AS

A

Tru· "L. P." I* · Spring System
Cleanser and Tonic.

Pian Op
large
Organs, and

skND

with much success.
Charles Frohman is to take "The
Three Little Maids" to Australia next
April for a four months' tour.
Henry It. Harris has engaged R. A.
Roberts to stage "Ranson's l olly." the
play of American army life by Richard
Harding Davis In which Robert Kdesou

will be

Wheeler,

W. J.

PAPER.

Hundred» of children nnd adults have
worms, but oretreuted forotherdineaew.
The symptoms are:—lndigeatlou, with a
varlableuppotlte; foul tongue; offensive
breath ; hard and full belly with occasional grlplnga anil peine about the navel;
eyee heavy and dull ; Itchingof thenoee;
Hhort, dry cough ; grinding of the teeth ;
Htartlng during sleep: alow fever: and
often In children, convulsions.

George Alexander, the London actormanager, lias bought the English
rights to "Major Andre," Clyde Fitch's
Mr. Alexander will play
new play.
the role of Major Andre in Loudon lu

Prince Ferdinand, nephew anil ρ rub
able successor of the king of Uuu
mania, is called the crown prince by

made in Berlin, and his measis taken once a year. The clothes
have to tit when sent, as the kaiser,
like the kaiserin. is never "tried on."
wear are

seventeen.

housekeeper

for

for a

Weekly Newspaper
to

keep

For

of his neighbors, the home markets,
and all items of interest to himself

family.

and

1 upon (>!·."» wolves,
than were paid for in

the entire previous year.

South Paris, Me.,
will

admirably supply

Regular Price, $1.50

an

elderly gentle-

particulars apply

Nkw-Yokk Tkibune

Faumkk,

N'ew-

quantity desired.
LOTS

LOAD

A

SPECIALTY.

to

GO

M,

ΚΓ.

QUAKER RANGE

Selectmen of Norway.

Hair, Brick, Sand, Plaster,
Complete Supply
SOUTH PARIS. ME.

etc.

for Masons.

Telephone Connection.

poet.'il for
liberal trial

our

on a
a

epcclfi

i|imntlty of

Electro-Silicon

the famous silver polish used by owners of
uable Silverware all over tho world.
"Silicon," 4U Cliff Street, New York.

val-

nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put
The

without bolts.

on

50 cts.Down

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

and

50 cts.. week „

Variety Store, Norway.

Optician.

THE DREADED CLANC

NORWAY,

I of the ambulance

bell that is to frequently heard could
frequently obviated, remarked the Romoc man.
You see it is just thi· way, nine out of ten people who
are overcome by fainting spell·, vertigo, weakness, palpibe

MAINE.

WANTED !

Pop-

Spruce,

cut in

The

OUR CANADIAN COUSINS.

ifjaiifii

if you send your order

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

The politicians don't fear the man
who talks about what he I·» going to do:
We are in the market for any
they can always go around and fix him.
But It Is the fellow who says nothing amount of Pine,
Fir,
that makes them restless at night—
lar, White Birch and all hard woods
Atchison Globe.

.ν

$1.75

Granite Work, Cement, Lime,

If only the candidates would gp right
smiling and shaking hands after the
election this would be a lot pleasanter
world to live in.—Baltimore American.

Quinine

year for

ICE AND COAL,

on

declare herself
proposes
independent and let the Monroe doctrine do the rest.—Birmingham (Ala.)

and show you how to make mone\
from the farm.
Regular Price, $1.00 per Year.

SIMON STAHL,

POLITICAL QUIPS.

to

on all im
portant agricultural topics of the daj

per Year.

one

JCITY,

Dealers in

average being 1.171 pints per capita.
She likewise leads in water consumption. but this does not Imply that there
Is any mixing of the two.—Bostou Advertiser.

Canada

NEW-YORK

will post you every week

wants

your
for county news and prove a welcome
visitor in every household.

TOWN TOPICS.

Canada doesn't have to worry about
annexation.
That job will attend to
itself when ripe.—Philadelphia Tress.

The New-York
Tribune Farmer,

The Oxford Democrat,

A.W. Walker & Son,

April

more

securing the largest possible
profits from the farm, ami with
special matter for every member υ l
his family.

aid in

doings

bim in toucb with the

For Price and Particulars address,

Housekeepers

to effect on

to give him the experience of others
in all the advanced methods an<l
improvements which are an invaluable

Good Local

CAR

man, a woman from 40 to 60 preferred. Work will not be hard.

For the first time in the history of
Wisconsin no state tax will be levied
To
this year. There was iu the general
fund on the 1st of October $ 1.51 Γ>,701 .(X».
Semi your aiblrene
The state of Michigan has paid boun- premium offers and
ties under the new law which went iu

fifty-three

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

county Hhoiild subscribe

town and

In any

We want to find
a

STATE LINES.
The birth rate among the foreign
born in Massachusetts is fifty-two per
thousand; among the nat've boru it Is

NEEDS

who is interested in the news of bis

IBRIilN AND

man.

ure

Farmer

Farmer

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

it worm remedy made. 11 ha*
been In use since 1831. Is purely vegetable, harmless and effectual, where
no worms are present It acts as a Tonic,
and corrects the condition of the mucous membrane ol the stomach and
bowels. A positive cure for Constipation and Blllounness, and a valuable
remedy In all the common complaints
of children. Price 35 cts. Asie your
druggist tor It.
I)r. J. P. TRCF. A CO., Auburn, He.
gptciil trr»lmcu»forT«pi Warm·. Kre« Pirapblft.

THKONE LIGHTS.

Emperor William buys all his hats,
boots, shoes, ties and sticks in Potsdam.
His uniforms, ordinary suits and other

Every
Up-to=Date

Wide-Awake

ELIXIR

January.

upon it.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and juldrefis on a postal card to THE NEWwill
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,
bring you a froe sample copy.

Every

san."

His predilection, however, is toward ties that have been made from
some spotted material, preferably dark
with spots of a light gray or white

Both Papers One Year (or $2.25.

NEWS-

Seud your name and address to Τιικ

ar-

Europe and America.
King Edward perhaps wears as many
different types of uecktJe as any living

favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

York City, for froe sample copy.

rangements for the company of comedians that will support Miss Alice
Fischer in Leo Ditrichsteiu's farcical
comedy "What's the Matter With Su-

courtesy.
The progressive ruler of Basutolund,
King Lew a nica, has taken the hint
from Japan and is sending a number of
his numerous sons to be educated in

own

The Democrat, So. Paris, Me.

presented.

Nathaniel Roth lias assumed the man
agemeut of Amelia Blugham. Miss
Bingham will open her season at a
Broadway theater. New York. Jan. 15.
in a new play by Pierrre de Courcelle.
Henry B. I-Iarris hag made final

your

with the money to

iînliif

South Pari*,

of the world at a very

news

regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 91.50 per year, but you can secure it with
The

Both of these papers

BLOCK,

BILL- NUS

with all important

DAILY

tion of water registrar. At an exam- for#185.
One walnut cane Poole piano, almost
ination held recently for the position
for $900, worth 1250.
Miss Priest stood first among the fif- new,
One second hand Ivors & Pond piano,
teen candidates who took the examworth $300.
walnut case, for
ination.
I have a nice oak case organ at KumMrs. Zeilda Forsee of St. I.ouls hns
ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
in addition to selling a site for the erectrade.
great
St.
in
Joseph.
an
auditorium
tion of
second hand Kstey organ at South
One
real
of
the
value
Mo., at one-half the
almost new, for •55.
Paris,
Audiestate presented the St. Joseph
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
torium company with $10,000 in cash.
in nice condition, for $45Mrs. Forsee was a former resident of stops,
One second hand Dyer A Hughes, six
St. Joseph.
octave, walnut case, never beeu hurt,
that cost $125, for $65.
Λ
THINGS THEATRICAL.
One second hand square piano, a nice
one, for $115, worth $140.
of
dramatization
Pollock's
Chalining
FOR CATALOGUES.
"The Pit." by Frank Norris. has been

produced

is a

AS

Chesterville, Me.

Th·

people, almost as
metropolitan newspaper for busy
C'arriei
a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery
as
good
week.
brings it to your door three times every
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Friday»,
The Daily
and contains all the most important news cf
Tribune, which is a guarantee of'its value. and have nc.t
If you live in the village or on a farm
in close touch
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept
small cost.

GOOD

"I have received such ere·» benefit from
'L. F.' Atwood's Bitter· that 1 want
to tell about It. I am positive that If
True
people would take more of the
'L. F.' for general debility and building
be leu
up of the system there would
sickness and fewer doctor's bills. You
see fit."
may use this statement If you
—James H. Burbank. Clerk and Treasurer,
the

have

A scientific authority asserts that the
pain in the face and teeth take two
earth will last Ηΐο.ηυΟ.ΟΟυ years longer.
teaspoonfuls of Hour, the same quantity
Bellows—"Does
your daughter play This
of grated ginger, and mix them well topermits the hope that Pittsburg
on tho piano?" Old Farmer (in tones of
gether with sufficient alcohol to make a
may yet get Altered water.—Pittsburg
sir.
works
on
She
thin paste. Spread this on a linen rag deep disgust)—"No
Dispatch.
on it, rakes it, scrapes it,
and apply it on the part affected on going it, pounds
on it and rolls over on it, but
boston leads the big cities of the
to bed, wrapping a piece of flannel over jumps
there's no play about it, sir."
country in the use of milk, the daily
all, and it will effect a cure.
For

r"L.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

P." Relieve· ·»4 Strength···—
Stomach, Bowel·, Liver end

She was
sang froid, dignity and tuct.
exceedingly skillful in introduciug the
wives of the ministers and other ladles
to her royal guest
The oldest woman college graduate
stock of new
a
I
in Massachusetts, if not in New EngDr.
be
have
to
Sophronla
believed
Pianos and
land, Is
Fletcher of Cambridge, who recently
nice trades in second
celebrated her ninety-fifth birthday. some
For thirty years she was the attending hand instruments.
physician of Mrs. Wendell Phillips.
The youngest officeholder in the city
I bave one Colonial Style, mahogany
of Marlboro. Mass., Is a woman. Miss
Genevieve Priest, who holds the posi- case, Pease piano, 71 octave, almost new,

2nr«*CoMfaiOMDay,GrÇni
£j

winter

Devil, record 2109.
South Paris, Me.
dam of Lord March,
2 :i ι ι-a, and Point Dexter, 2 :ai 1-2.
W· Do all Kind· of....
Send for circular.

By

Dam,

me

Have you
quarreled with
Archibald—perhaps I should still say
Mr. Waddington?"
"No, no, mamma, darling," the girl
answered, throwing herself in her mother's arms and sobbing, "we have not

t aiative Rroroo

These horses have

through

"Anastaeia," she commanded, "tell

the truth.

TIRED OUT?

Miss Anne W. Carpenter of Provito
dence, R. I., has recently been added
the staff of Instructors of Wheaton
seminary. Miss Carpenter Is a graduate of Brown university, where she
has also taken her master's degree in

Bear this in mind when you give medicine: Read the label on the bottle; shake
the bottle before you pour it out; even
if the bottle is marked, it is safer to
Age-Herald.
measure the dose in a properly marked
It may be noted that much of the
glass; a medicine glass should be in
talk in Canada about cutting loose from
ordered
three
every house; medicine
the mother country is iu French.—
times a day should be given at 10 A. M.,
Keene Sentinel.
β
if
the
is
and
p.
direction
2 p. m.,
m.;
that it is to be taken every four hours,
give it at 8 a. m., 12 noon, 4 p. m. and 8
CONGRESSIONAL CUTS.
p. m.; do not give medicine in the night
unless the doctor hae told you distinctly
I'm
eo
She—"Oh, Dr. Pillsbury,
If the Fifty-eighth congress does not
to do so; iron is always best taken after auxious about
poor Mrs. Perkins. She nc<-ompllsh something it will not be
food; quinine should be taken before is in your hands, is she not?" Dr. Pills- because
there is nothing to accomplish.
food; hot milk and coffee disguise the bury—"She was, but I have left off at-Baltimore Herald.
taste of cod liver oil better than anything tending her for the
She—
present."
Robbie—"May Johnny Shocker come
The congressmen who ore afraid to
in and play with me?" Mother—"No; else. Pour a little coffee and milk into "Oh, that's good! She is out of danger,
the cup first, then the oil, then more then !"
step on the handsome rugs In the
too
make
much
noise.
Tou
can
yon
go
will
know
he
and
one
has
coffee,
hardly
and play in his house instead."
speaker's lobby need have no fears so
taken the medicine.
long as they keep their feet off the
A VEST POCKET DOCTOR.
TO STOP BLEEDING.
constitution and their hands off the
Never in the way, no trouble to carry,
3 D«y»
surplus.—New York World.
In the case of a severe cut from a knife
eaay to take, pleasant and never failing
oe every
flit
in results are DeWitt's Little Early or razor try the immediate use of finely
Risers. ▲ vial of these little pills in the powdered rice or flour to the wound;
Drlnklnff.
vest pocket is a certain guarantee
against this has been proved a great success in
"Drink to me only with thine eyes,"
headache, biliousness, torpid liver and almost stopping the flow of blood from a
They were out in the grove searching he sang beneath her casement.
all of the ills resulting from constipation. severe cut.
for walnuts. "You may have heard it
"I wonder If I need my glasses?"
They tonic and strengthen the liver. Sold
before," be whispered, "but once more
REMOVAL OF WABTS.
F.
A.
Shurtleff
&
Co.
must say I love you." "I'm looking pondered the jnalden as she attired herI
by
To remove a wart, pour on it a drop of for walnuts," she said with a sweet self to go down.—Puck.
"Do you ever have any trouble in
vinegar, and then cover it with as much smile. "Not chestnuts."
Ere· More.
your culinary department?" asked Mrs. carbonate of soda as the vinegar will
8TOPS THE COUGH
Oldcastle. "No," replied the hostess, absorb. Keep it on ten
Forrester--Does your wife mean evminutes, and
AND WORKS OPF THE COLD.
"I have an old-fashioned herb medicine
repeat the application twice or thrice
erything she says?
that I take regular. Josiah turns ap daily. Ια a few days the wart
Laxative Bromo-Quinlne Tablets cure
Lancaster—Yes, and lots of things
generally
his nose at it, out it beats all the docdrops off, leaving only a tiny white j a oold in one day. No Cure, no Pay. ■he doesn't tar·—Life.
tore."
PrioeSB oenta.
mark.—MoCalTs Magazine.

wIbAT'S

Livery Stock 1er Sale !

side of too much sleep than too little.
Next in importance is food. The ideal
diet consists of abundance of simple and
nutritious food, sufficiently varied to
supply all the complex and continually
changing needs of the organism, and
cooked in such a way as to be, firstly
digestible, and secondly appetizing. It
is impossible for food to be too plain,
provided it consists of a due proportion
of heat-giving, energizing and bone producing matter. Certain simple articles
of diet, however, have definite effects on
the constitution and should be taken by
some and avoided by others.
The next great essential ie fresh air.
It is impossible for anyone to have too
much of it, and if you doubt the assertion that it is a tiemendous factor in
produc:ng health and good looks, which
are inseparable from F^alth, call before
your mind's eye the bronzed faces and
of sailors, and you will
supple
agree with me that fresh air is of the utmost importance.
Sunshine and ozonearetwo of naturel
bcautifiere, aud those who want to have
clear skins, bright eyes, and rosy color,
will embrace every opportunity of being
in the open air.
Children should eat lean meats properly cooked, eggs, milk, cheese in small
quantities, cereals, and "whole wheat,"
peas, beans, lettuce, and spinach.

FOR A

I'uczler.

ACTKKSSICKR.N'8

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

1 will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
SUe or Style at reasonable prie*».

t» the

itAktlKnCkuST

G*ade Portrait Work
Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Builders' Finish I
Also Window & Door Frames.

S

in

CHANDLER,

Kry

C Π Κ

High

MAINE.

ΕιιΙκηιιι.

In evening. not In night;
In bllndneMS. not in sight;
In tennis, not in ball:
In spring. but not in full;
In slumber, not in sleep;
In laugh, but not in weep;
whole you now Ικ,-fore you see.
you ghoulii gin ss what this must be.

L

Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings s,J.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

E. W.

A. M. to

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

up stock.

NORWAY,

Norway,

S P. M.
Eves Examined free.

and clean

asserted.

once

No. 393.--Easy Mutagen rns: 1. Switch,
witch. 2. Whit. 3. With. 4. Wit. 5.
It. 0. T.
No. 304.-Postman's Puzzle: Boy.
buoy. Fiend, friend, l'oo. 1'υ|κ>. Clief.
chief.
No. 393.—Charade: To-ina-to.
2.
No. 390.—Word Building: 1. A.
Am. 3. Arui. 4. Kami. 5. Frame. G.
Farmer.
No. 397.—Novel Diagonals:

Tenney,

will be at Elm House,

tall as ······ almost.
It up to a taller post.

No. -ΙΟΙ».—CroMWord

call at the office of

Dr. Austin

see.

Make the following words, all euding
with a short word meaning to assume
a character not your owu;
2.
1. Region of indctiuite extent.
Reality. 3. To establish by law. 4. A
Ô. Skillful management of
contract.
other people. (5. Force communicated.
7. An agreement. 8. Very accurate. D.
To break the direct course of. 10. To
slander by taking away from the merit
11. To recall auyof a good action.

at $2.25 per year in advance. Subscriptions may begin now and will be sent

ones.

pretty

to

Xo. 40S.—1Teriuiuution·.

in connection with

new

♦····

tree

the example was right, but we
He
Found the ······· point where it should not
be.

The New England Farmer

subscriptions

\>r»f.

m

the

was

So he

Club Offer.

the Farmer

on

The bush

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT

Berlin,

ΙΟ?.—A mi κγκ

>o.
···*·

By a special arrangement with the
publishers we are enabled to offer that
best of all agricultural papers

cords, Blanks, Horns, and

ΙΟΓ».—Addition*.

flashing and Ironing Wanted.
Address,
LAUNDRESS,
Care Democrat Office,
South Paris.

R

Xo.

1

Add 2.0UU pounds to a place tu grind
grain and got an English j»oet: to a
barrier and y:et a famous fisherman; to
a master and get a capital city of the
United States: to a black bird and ge< a
Are due to Indication. Ninety-nine of m» well known reservoir.
have
who
heart
trouble
one hundred people
can remember when It va* simple tndlgee
Ko. 4«MI.—Arllhiuoicrapb.
It le e scientific fact that all oases 01
tion.
[A proverb.]
heart disease, not organic, are not only
traceable to, but are the direct result of Indi7, 8, 0, 11, 14—To scold, to fiud fault.
3, 4, 5— A vessel chiefly used to hold
gestion. AIJ food taken Into the stomach
which falls of perfect digestion ferments and water.
swells the stomach, puffing It up against the
17. 13. 21, 24— Secure from danger; a
heart. This Interferes with the action of
to hold provisions.
cupboard
course
of
time
thai
In
the
the heart and
1. 4, r>, _'l. ;t, in Deceitful; insincere.
deUca'e but vital organ becomes dlsessed.
2. 4. 20. 1Γ». Hi—The stall of life.
Mr. D.KauMe.sf Nevada. O..SS7S: I hadatctnack
trouble sad «as la a bad state as I hsd baart trouble
8, U, 10. 18— A handle, especially of a
with It. I took Kodoi Dyspepsia Cars tor about IW
sword.
Booths aad It oarad me.
1, 4. 7. S A beautiful form much used
Kodol Digests What Yoo Set
I
and relieves the stomach of all nervous in architecture, especially in sacred
strain and the heart of all pressure:
buildings.
12, 3, 17. 18— Very troublesome iu dry
•sttleaoaiy. 51.00 Si» holding 2H ttmaa tkatrtri
tu», which salis for 50c.
aud windy weather.
Ptrepsred kf t. 0. OeWITT * OO., OH I OA—
10. 22. 3. 10. 24. 23-To prevent; to
Sold by t. A. Shurtleff Jk.Co.
stop.
8. 22, 11. 24—The skin of an animal;
to conceal.
2. 3. LH2, 10, 11. 14. lit—One who constructs edifices.
1(5, 9. Û, 7. 8—Very unpleasant to fall
and
done in first

Washing

HEADQUARTERS FOR

When the above objects in the puzzle,
which Is adapted froui St. Nicholas,
have Imhmi rightly named and written
one below another in the order in which
they are numbered, the initial letters
will spell the uame of a kind of hay
tuade from a genus of plants.

I shall charge more for shoeing on
all horses the first of January, 1904.
See prices on board in shop.
LESLIE E. NEWELL.
Paris, Dec. 2S, 1903.

IN SHOE FACTORY.

opportunity

Foster-MUburu Co., Buf-

Notice.

Boys Wanted
strong and who wish

Doan's Kidney Pills

falo. Ν. Ï.

learned all.

bosom, "do not try to deceive mamma.
What is it? You were out riding with
bim this afternoon. Here you arc in
tears. Yet you say you have not quarimportant point. Excitable natures, reled. Tell me the truth."
and those which are inclined to be
"The horse he drives—Jim—dear old
nervous or irritable and in consequence
Anastaeia Bradthwaite said
Jim,"
to
nine
get easily overwrought, require
her tears and then paused, overthrough
More stolid dispositions come
ten hours.
by her emotion.
should find seven or eight hours suffi"Ah, poor old Jim," her mother anthe
err
on
to
is
far
better
but
it
cient,
swered, "what has happened to him?"

Hard to keep up
With any Kidney ilia*

■tores: SO p'uts.

S Co.38'8™·1-' New York
SIUNN
Brmucb Offlc*. «36 Κ 8U Washington. D. C.

boys

Constant backacheTired all the time.
Nerves on edge.
Distressing Urinary troublée.

mauy useless remedies on the market
that when oue is found which experience
for It. It Is a
proves does whut Is claimed
I
pleasure to endorse that preparation.
Barprocured Doan's Kidney lllls at John and
Τ
hacher,
Hotel
under
store,
ry's drug
the satisfactory results obtain··*! warrants
xne In making the above etatrmvut."
Doan's Kirtney Pills sold at all dm*

A tmndeoniel»'.Utntrated weekly. I. nrveet circulation t'f any ecientUlc tournât. Terms. «3 a
Tear: (our months, |L Sola by Mil newwleeler*.

are

Can't Stand It.

are so

Scientific American.

Several

1. Sjmtpate tu part, or divide, ano a
leave η prophet.
eye first attracted, if not to the ones who
2. Syncopate a silrer and a gold coin have this buoyant air of intense life and
animation? This is not essentially a
of Κ us* la and have to govern.
to youth; it is as
a. Svucopate to sway and have desert quality which belongs
often found among the old and middle4. S>ncopate a substance from the
aged. And in spite of our vaunted
pin*· and have restraint.
physical culture we do not see this tri·
umphant healthiness half as often as we
Acrontle.
Primal
rated
«et
Mo. -404.—Ill
ought. Therefore, in the brief space at
my disposal I will endeavor to show you
some of the ways in which this great
blessing may be cultivated, or in part
acquired. I cannot lay down strict rules
and say, "If you eat this, if you avoid
that, if you go to bed at this hour, and
if you get up at that, you will be healthy
and you will be beautiful." Constitutions, dispositions, and temperaments
vary so tremendously that it is only
possible to indicate a broad regime
which every woman must modify to suit
the needs of her own case.
Plenty of sleep is the first and most
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Relieve the aches of a bad
back promptly—cure all
Kidney and Bladder troubles.
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My Lady's Health.
Immeasurably beyond everything else,
health the way of beauty. In entering
room full of people to whom is the

Dear Old Jim.
MATRON AND MAID.
"Dearest," tbe fond mother said, notiobus bequeathed her
Pu All
Mme.
ing that something was the matter,
with
"what is wrong?"
larynx (wb>n she shall have done
The beautiful girl ran her fingers light- It) to the museum of the Royal College
at which
ly over the keys of the piano
of Surgeons.
she had been sitting. She carelessly
Mrs. Fanny Workman, daughter of
flung off a few bars of the latest ragtime
Governor A. D. Bullock of Masshe
former
if
as
rhapsody and then answered
as the world's
bad just happened to remember her sachusetts, is known
mother's question:
greatest mountain climber and explorer.
"Oh, nothing."
But a mother is not to be so easily deFor the Duchess of Westminster η
but
was
he
as
ceived. Her father, being
London jeweler has produced a costly
a distant relative, comparatively speakornament in diamonds. It muy be used
ing, might have been satisfied with her as u necklace, a hulr ornament or α
Her mother was not inclined,
answer.
decoration. It is α flexible ribhowever, to let the matter drop. Her corsage
fond heart told her that she had not bon of diamonds and cost $100,000.
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tation of the heart and many other ill* that cause unconsciousness are the victims of Indigestion.
Indigestion is not always indicated by severe pain» in the stomach. It i·
such symptoms as I have descril>ed above that indicates its presence and
are often the tirst warning that the stomach doe* not work right.
If more people would only take that greatest of Nature's remedies,
Romoc, therewould be les < stomach
disorders. Like all of Nature's remedies, Romoc acts directly on the
seat of the trouble.
No harm ever
follows its use as is the case when
remedies containing injurious drugs
and alcohol are resorted to.
Romoc tones up this great life centre of
the body, and, what is more, it purifies the
blood, strengthens the nerves and creates a
healthy, normal appetite.
Won't you please buy a l>ottle of Romoc,
on my assurance that It will do you good
andyou will become
one of the many in
this city who advocate the use
of this
harmless

Ambulance

yet potent
medicine.
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investigated Romoc. We knew that all that is said fry the Bomoe
to this wonderful remedy is true, and we will refund
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